
Il gruppo carbonilico

Why does cyanide, in common with many other nucleophiles, attack the carbonyl group? And why
does it attack the carbon atom of the carbonyl group? To answer these questions we need to look in detail
at the structure of carbonyl compounds in general and the orbitals of the C=O group in particular.

The carbonyl double bond, like that found in alkenes (whose bonding we discussed in Chapter 4),
consists of two parts: one ! bond and one " bond. The ! bond between the two sp2 hybridized
atoms—carbon and oxygen—is formed from two sp2 orbitals. The other sp2 orbitals on carbon form
the two ! bonds to the substituents while those on oxygen are filled by the two lone pairs. The sp2

hybridization means that the carbonyl group has to be planar, and the angle between the substituents
is close to 120°. The diagram illustrates all this for the simplest carbonyl compound, formaldehyde
(or methanal, CH2O). The " bond then results from overlap of the remaining p orbitals—again, you
can see this for formaldehyde in the diagram.

Notice that we have drawn the " bond skewed towards oxygen. This is because oxygen is more
electronegative than carbon, polarizing the orbital as shown. Conversely, the unfilled "* antibond-
ing orbital is skewed in the opposite direction, with a larger coefficient at the carbon atom. Put all of
this together and we get the complete picture of the orbitals of a carbonyl group.

Because there are two types of bonding between C and O, the C=O double bond is rather shorter
than a typical C–O single bond, and also over twice as strong—so why is it so reactive? Polarization is
the key. The polarized C=O bond gives the carbon atom some degree of positive charge, and this
charge attracts negatively charged nucleophiles (like cyanide) and encourages reaction. The polariza-
tion of the antibonding "* orbital towards carbon is also important, because, when the carbonyl
group reacts with a nucleophile, electrons move from the HOMO of the nucleophile (an sp orbital in
this case) into the LUMO of the electrophile—in other words the "* orbital of the C=O bond. The
greater coefficient of the "* orbital at carbon means a better HOMO–LUMO interaction, so this is
where the nucleophile attacks.

As our nucleophile—which we are representing here as ‘Nu–’—approaches the carbon atom, the
electron pair in its HOMO starts to interact with the LUMO (antibonding "*) to form a new ! bond.
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Filling antibonding orbitals breaks bonds and, as the electrons enter the antibonding "* of the car-
bonyl group, the " bond is broken, leaving only the C–O ! bond intact. But electrons can’t just vanish,
and those that were in the " bond move off on to the electronegative oxygen, which ends up with the
negative charge that started on the nucleophile. You can see all this happening in the diagram below.

Notice how the trigonal, planar sp2 hybridized carbon atom of the carbonyl group changes to a
tetrahedral, sp3 hybridized state in the product. For each class of nucleophile you meet in this chap-
ter, we will show you the HOMO–LUMO interaction involved in the addition reaction.

Cyanohydrins from the attack of cyanide on aldehydes and
ketones
Now that we’ve looked at the theory of how a nucleophile attacks a carbonyl group, let’s go back to
the real reaction with which we started this chapter: cyanohydrin formation from a carbonyl com-
pound and sodium cyanide. Cyanide contains sp hybridized C and N atoms, and its HOMO is an sp
orbital on carbon. The reaction is a typical nucleophilic addition reaction to a carbonyl group: the
electron pair from the HOMO of the CN– (an sp orbital on carbon) moves into the C=O "* orbital;
the electrons from the C=O " orbital move on to the oxygen atom. The reaction is usually carried out
in the presence of acid, which protonates the resulting alkoxide to give the hydroxyl group of the
composite functional group known as a cyanohydrin. The reaction works with both ketones and
aldehydes, and the mechanism below shows the reaction of a general aldehyde.
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Addizione nucleofila al carbonile

to the carbonyl carbon atom. As the carbonyl carbon atom changes from sp2 to sp3, its bond angles
change from about 120° to about 109°—in other words, the substituents it carries move closer
together. This reduction in bond angle is not a problem for aldehydes, because one of the sub-
stituents is just a (very small) hydrogen atom, but for ketones, especially ones that carry larger alkyl
groups, this effect can disfavour the addition reaction. Effects that result from the size of substituents
and the repulsion between them are called steric effects, and we call the repulsive force experienced
by large substituents steric hindrance.

The angle of nucleophilic attack on aldehydes and ketones
Having introduced you to the sequence of events that makes up a nucleophilic attack at C=O (inter-
action of HOMO with LUMO, formation of new ! bond, breakage of " bond), we should now tell
you a little more about the direction from which the nucleophile approaches the carbonyl group. Not
only do nucleophiles always attack carbonyl groups at carbon, but they also always approach from a
particular angle. You may at first be surprised by this angle, since nucleophiles attack not from a
direction perpendicular to the plane of the carbonyl group but at about 107° to the C=O bond. This
approach route is known as the Bürgi–Dunitz trajectory after the authors of the elegant crystallo-
graphic methods that revealed it. You can think of the angle of attack as the result of a compromise
between maximum orbital overlap of the HOMO with "* and minimum repulsion of the HOMO by
the electron density in the carbonyl " bond.

Any other portions of the molecule that get in the way of (or, in other words, that cause steric hin-
drance to) the Bürgi–Dunitz trajectory will greatly reduce the rate of addition and this is another rea-
son why aldehydes are more reactive than ketones. The importance of the Bürgi–Dunitz trajectory
will become more evident later—particularly in Chapter 34.

Nucleophilic attack by ‘hydride’on aldehydes and ketones
Nucleophilic attack by the hydride ion, H–, is not a known reaction. This species, which is present in
the salt sodium hydride, NaH, is so small and has such a high charge density that it only ever reacts
as a base. The reason is that its filled 1s orbital is of an ideal size to interact with the hydrogen
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Addizione di nucleofili all'ossigeno

Addition of water to aldehydes and ketones
Nucleophiles don’t have to be highly polarized or negatively charged to react with aldehydes and
ketones: neutral ones will as well. How do we know? This 13C NMR spectrum was obtained by dis-
solving formaldehyde, H2C=O, in water. You will remember from Chapter 3 that the carbon atoms
of carbonyl groups give 13C signals typically in the region of 150–200 p.p.m. So where is formalde-
hyde’s carbonyl peak? Instead we have a signal at 83 p.p.m.—where we would expect tetrahedral car-
bon atoms singly bonded to oxygen to appear.

What has happened is that water has added to the carbonyl group to give a compound known as a
hydrate or 1,1-diol.

This reaction, like the cyanohydrin formation we discussed at the beginning of the chapter, is an
equilibrium, and is quite general for aldehydes and ketones. But, as with the cyanohydrins, the posi-
tion of the equilibrium depends on the structure of the carbonyl compound. Generally, the same
steric factors (pp. 138–139) mean that simple aldehydes are hydrated to some extent while simple
ketones are not. However special factors can shift the equilibrium towards the hydrated form even
for ketones, particularly if the carbonyl compound is reactive or unstable.

Formaldehyde is an extremely reactive aldehyde as it has no substituents to hinder attack—it is so
reactive that it is rather prone to polymerization (Chapter 52). And it is quite happy to move from
sp2 to sp3 hybridization because there is very little increased steric hindrance between the two hydro-
gen atoms as the bond angle changes from 120° to 109° (p. 139). This is why our aqueous solution of
formaldehyde contains essentially no CH2O—it is completely hydrated. A mechanism for the hydra-
tion reaction is shown below. Notice how a proton has to be transferred from one oxygen atom to
the other, mediated by water molecules.
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Formaldehyde reacts with water so readily because its substituents are very small: a steric effect.
Electronic effects can also favour reaction with nucleophiles—electronegative atoms such as halo-
gens attached to the carbon atoms next to the carbonyl group can increase the extent of hydration
according to the number of halogen substituents and their electron-withdrawing power. They
increase the polarization of the carbonyl group, which already has a positively polarized carbonyl
carbon, and make it even more prone to attack by water. Trichloroacetaldehyde (chloral, Cl3CHO)
is hydrated completely in water, and the product ‘chloral hydrate’ can be isolated as crystals and is an
anaesthetic. You can see this quite clearly in the two IR spectra. The first one is a spectrum of chloral
hydrate from a bottle—notice there is no strong absorption between 1700 and 1800 cm–1 (where we
would expect C=O to appear) and instead we have the tell-tale broad O–H peak at 3400 cm–1.
Heating drives off the water, and the second IR spectrum is of the resulting dry chloral: the C=O
peak has reappeared at 1770 cm–1, and the O–H peak has gone.

The chart shows the extent of hydration (in water) of a small selection of carbonyl compounds:
hexafluoroacetone is probably the most hydrated carbonyl compound possible!

Cyclopropanones—three-membered ring ketones—are also hydrated to a significant extent, but
for a different reason. You saw earlier how acyclic ketones suffer increased steric hindrance when the
bond angle changes from 120° to 109° on moving from sp2 to sp3 hybridization. Cyclopropanones
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(and other small-ring ketones) conversely prefer the small bond angle because their substituents are
already confined within a ring. Look at it this way: a three-membered ring is really very strained, with
bond angles forced to be 60°. For the sp2 hybridized ketone this means bending the bonds 60° away
from their ‘natural’ 120°. But for the sp3 hybridized hydrate the bonds have to be distorted by only
49° (= 109° – 60°). So addition to the C=O group allows some of the strain inherent in the small ring
to be released—hydration is favoured, and indeed cyclopropanone and cyclobutanone are very reac-
tive electrophiles.

Hemiacetals from reaction of alcohols with aldehydes and
ketones
Since water adds to (at least some) carbonyl compounds, it should come as no surprise that alcohols
do too. The product of the reaction is known as a hemiacetal, because it is halfway to an acetal, a
functional group, which you met in Chapter 2 (p. 35) and which will be discussed in detail in
Chapter 14. The mechanism follows in the footsteps of hydrate formation: just use ROH instead of
HOH.

A proton has to be transferred from one oxygen atom to the other: we have shown ethanol doing
this job, with one molecule being protonated and one deprotonated. There is no overall consump-
tion of ethanol in the protonation/deprotonation steps, and the order in which these steps happen is
not important. In fact, you could reasonably write them in one step as shown in the margin, without
involving the alcohol, and we do this in the next hemiacetal-forming reaction below. As with all these
carbonyl group reactions, what is really important is the addition step, not what happens to the pro-
tons.

Hemiacetal formation is reversible, and
hemiacetals are stabilized by the same special
structural features as those of hydrates.
However, hemiacetals can also gain stability
by being cyclic—when the carbonyl group
and the attacking hydroxyl group are part of
the same molecule. The reaction is now an
intramolecular (within the same molecule)
addition, as opposed to the intermolecular
(between two molecules) ones we have con-
sidered so far.
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more alkyl substituents make carbonyl compounds less reactive towards any
nucleophile; electron-withdrawing groups and small rings make them more
reactive.
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We shall discuss the reasons why
intramolecular reactions are more
favourable, and why cyclic hemiacetals
and acetals are more stable, in Chapter
14.

Gli emiacetali sono poco stabili per ragioni entropiche
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Addizione di un idruro al carbonile

to the carbonyl carbon atom. As the carbonyl carbon atom changes from sp2 to sp3, its bond angles
change from about 120° to about 109°—in other words, the substituents it carries move closer
together. This reduction in bond angle is not a problem for aldehydes, because one of the sub-
stituents is just a (very small) hydrogen atom, but for ketones, especially ones that carry larger alkyl
groups, this effect can disfavour the addition reaction. Effects that result from the size of substituents
and the repulsion between them are called steric effects, and we call the repulsive force experienced
by large substituents steric hindrance.

The angle of nucleophilic attack on aldehydes and ketones
Having introduced you to the sequence of events that makes up a nucleophilic attack at C=O (inter-
action of HOMO with LUMO, formation of new ! bond, breakage of " bond), we should now tell
you a little more about the direction from which the nucleophile approaches the carbonyl group. Not
only do nucleophiles always attack carbonyl groups at carbon, but they also always approach from a
particular angle. You may at first be surprised by this angle, since nucleophiles attack not from a
direction perpendicular to the plane of the carbonyl group but at about 107° to the C=O bond. This
approach route is known as the Bürgi–Dunitz trajectory after the authors of the elegant crystallo-
graphic methods that revealed it. You can think of the angle of attack as the result of a compromise
between maximum orbital overlap of the HOMO with "* and minimum repulsion of the HOMO by
the electron density in the carbonyl " bond.

Any other portions of the molecule that get in the way of (or, in other words, that cause steric hin-
drance to) the Bürgi–Dunitz trajectory will greatly reduce the rate of addition and this is another rea-
son why aldehydes are more reactive than ketones. The importance of the Bürgi–Dunitz trajectory
will become more evident later—particularly in Chapter 34.

Nucleophilic attack by ‘hydride’on aldehydes and ketones
Nucleophilic attack by the hydride ion, H–, is not a known reaction. This species, which is present in
the salt sodium hydride, NaH, is so small and has such a high charge density that it only ever reacts
as a base. The reason is that its filled 1s orbital is of an ideal size to interact with the hydrogen
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!
Steric hindrance (not hinderance)
is a consequence of repulsion
between the electrons in all the
filled orbitals of the alkyl
substituents.

!The Bürgi–Dunitz angle
Bürgi and Dunitz deduced this
trajectory by examining crystal
structures of compounds containing
both a nucleophilic nitrogen atom and
an electrophilic carbonyl group. They
found that, when the two got close
enough to interact, but were not free to
undergo reaction, the nitrogen atom
always lay on or near the 107°
trajectory decribed here. Theoretical
calculations later gave the same 107°
value for the optimum angle of attack.
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Although we now know precisely
from which direction the
nucleophile attacks the C=O
group, this is not always easy to
represent when we draw curly
arrows. As long as you bear the
Bürgi–Dunitz trajectory in mind,
you are quite at liberty to write any
of the variants shown here,
among others.
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atom’s  contribution to the !* orbital of an H–X bond (X can be any atom), but much too small to
interact easily with carbon’s more diffuse 2p orbital contribution to the LUMO ("*) of the C=O
group.

Nevertheless, adding H– to the carbon atom of a C=O group would be a very useful reaction, as
the result would be the formation of an alcohol. This process would involve going down from the
aldehyde or ketone oxidation level to the alcohol oxidation level (Chapter 2, pp. 25–36) and would
therefore be a reduction. It cannot be done with NaH, but it can be done with some other com-
pounds containing nucleophilic hydrogen atoms.

The most important of these compounds is sodium borohydride, NaBH4. This is a water-soluble
salt containing the tetrahedral BH4

– anion, which is isoelectronic with methane but has a negative
charge since boron has one less proton in the nucleus than does carbon.

But beware! The boron’s negative charge doesn’t mean that there is a lone pair on boron—there
isn’t. You cannot draw an arrow coming out of this charge to form another bond. If you did, you
would get a pentacovalent B(V) compound, which would have 10 electrons in its outer shell. Such a
thing is impossible with a first row element as there are only four available orbitals (1 $ 2s and 3 $
2p). Instead, since all of the electrons (including that represented by the negative charge) are in B–H
! orbitals, it is from a B–H bond that we must start any arrow to indicate reaction of BH4

– as a nucle-
ophile. By transferring this pair of electrons we make the boron atom neutral—it is now trivalent
with just six electrons.

What happens when we carry out this reaction using a carbonyl compound as the electrophile?
The hydrogen atom, together with the pair of electrons from the B–H bond, will be transferred to the
carbon atom of the C=O group.

Though no hydride ion, H–, is actually involved in the reaction, the transfer of a hydrogen atom
with an attached pair of electrons can be regarded as a ‘hydride transfer’. You will often see it
described this way in books. But be careful not to confuse BH4

– with the hydride ion itself. To make it
quite clear that it is the hydrogen atom that is forming the new bond to C, this reaction may also be
helpfully represented with a curly arrow passing through the hydrogen atom.

The oxyanion produced in the first step can help stabilize the electron-deficient BH3 molecule by
adding to its empty p orbital. Now we have a tetravalent boron anion again, which could transfer a
second hydrogen atom (with its pair of electrons) to another molecule of aldehyde.
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The reason that H– never acts as
a nucleophile is that its 1s orbital
is too small. The orbitals involved
in borohydride reductions are the
"* of the C=O group as the LUMO
and a B–H ! orbital as the HOMO,
so there is a much better orbital
match.
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This process can continue so that, in principle, all four hydrogen atoms could be transferred to
molecules of aldehyde. In practice the reaction is rarely as efficient as that, but aldehydes and ketones
are usually reduced in good yield to the corresponding alcohol by sodium borohydride in water or
alcoholic solution. The water or alcohol solvent provides the proton needed to form the alcohol
from the alkoxide.

Sodium borohydride is one of the weakest hydride donors available. The fact that it can be used in
water is evidence of this as more powerful hydride donors such as lithium aluminium hydride,
LiAlH4, react violently with water. Sodium borohydride reacts with both aldehydes and ketones,
though the reaction with ketones is slower: for example, benzaldehyde is reduced about 400 times
faster than acetophenone in isopropanol.

Sodium borohydride does not react at all with less reactive carbonyl compounds such as
esters or amides: if a molecule contains both an aldehyde and an ester, only the aldehyde will be
reduced.

The next two examples illustrate the reduction of aldehydes and ketones in the presence of other
reactive functional groups. No reaction occurs at the nitro group in the first case or at the alkyl halide
in the second.
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Aluminium is more electropositive
(more metallic) than boron and is
therefore more ready to give up a
hydrogen atom (and the
associated negative charge),
whether to a carbonyl group or to
water. Lithium aluminium hydride
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with water in an exothermic
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Filling antibonding orbitals breaks bonds and, as the electrons enter the antibonding "* of the car-
bonyl group, the " bond is broken, leaving only the C–O ! bond intact. But electrons can’t just vanish,
and those that were in the " bond move off on to the electronegative oxygen, which ends up with the
negative charge that started on the nucleophile. You can see all this happening in the diagram below.

Notice how the trigonal, planar sp2 hybridized carbon atom of the carbonyl group changes to a
tetrahedral, sp3 hybridized state in the product. For each class of nucleophile you meet in this chap-
ter, we will show you the HOMO–LUMO interaction involved in the addition reaction.

Cyanohydrins from the attack of cyanide on aldehydes and
ketones
Now that we’ve looked at the theory of how a nucleophile attacks a carbonyl group, let’s go back to
the real reaction with which we started this chapter: cyanohydrin formation from a carbonyl com-
pound and sodium cyanide. Cyanide contains sp hybridized C and N atoms, and its HOMO is an sp
orbital on carbon. The reaction is a typical nucleophilic addition reaction to a carbonyl group: the
electron pair from the HOMO of the CN– (an sp orbital on carbon) moves into the C=O "* orbital;
the electrons from the C=O " orbital move on to the oxygen atom. The reaction is usually carried out
in the presence of acid, which protonates the resulting alkoxide to give the hydroxyl group of the
composite functional group known as a cyanohydrin. The reaction works with both ketones and
aldehydes, and the mechanism below shows the reaction of a general aldehyde.
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Cyanohydrin formation is reversible: just dissolving a cyanohydrin in water can give back the alde-
hyde or ketone you started with, and aqueous base usually decomposes cyanohydrins completely.

Cyanohydrin formation is therefore
an equilibrium between starting materi-
als and products, and we can only get
good yields if the equilibrium favours
the products. The equilibrium is more
favourable for aldehyde cyanohydrins
than for ketone cyanohydrins, and the
reason is the size of the groups attached
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Cyanohydrins in synthesis
Cyanohydrins are important synthetic
intermediates—for example, the cyanohydrin
formed from this cyclic amino ketone forms the first
step of a synthesis of some medicinal compounds
known as 5HT3 agonists, which were designed to
reduce nausea in chemotherapy patients.
Cyanohydrins are also components of many natural
and industrial products, such as the insecticides
cypermethrin (marketed as ‘Ripcord’, ‘Barricade’,
and ‘Imperator’) and fluvalinate.
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This is because the cyanide is a
good leaving group—we’ll come
back to this type of reaction in
much more detail in Chapter 12.
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Cyanohydrins and cassava
The reversibility of cyanohydrin formation is of more than
theoretical interest. In parts of Africa the staple food is
cassava. This food contains substantial quantities of the
glucoside of acetone cyanohydrin (a glucoside is an acetal
derived from glucose). We shall discuss the structure of
glucose later in this chapter, but for now, just accept that
it stabilizes the cyanohydrin.

The glucoside is not poisonous in itself, but enzymes in
the human gut break it down and release HCN. Eventually
50 mg HCN per 100 g of cassava can be released and this

is enough to kill a human being after a meal of
unfermented cassava. If the cassava is crushed with
water and allowed to stand (‘ferment’), enzymes in the
cassava will do the same job and then the HCN can be
washed out before the cassava is cooked and eaten.

The cassava is now safe to eat but it still contains some
glucoside. Some diseases found in eastern Nigeria can be
traced to long-term consumption of HCN. Similar
glucosides are found in apple pips and the kernels inside
the stones of fruit such as peaches and apricots. Some
people like eating these, but it is unwise to eat too many
at one sitting!
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Addizione al carbonile di un reattivo organometallico 

Addition of water to aldehydes and ketones
Nucleophiles don’t have to be highly polarized or negatively charged to react with aldehydes and
ketones: neutral ones will as well. How do we know? This 13C NMR spectrum was obtained by dis-
solving formaldehyde, H2C=O, in water. You will remember from Chapter 3 that the carbon atoms
of carbonyl groups give 13C signals typically in the region of 150–200 p.p.m. So where is formalde-
hyde’s carbonyl peak? Instead we have a signal at 83 p.p.m.—where we would expect tetrahedral car-
bon atoms singly bonded to oxygen to appear.

What has happened is that water has added to the carbonyl group to give a compound known as a
hydrate or 1,1-diol.

This reaction, like the cyanohydrin formation we discussed at the beginning of the chapter, is an
equilibrium, and is quite general for aldehydes and ketones. But, as with the cyanohydrins, the posi-
tion of the equilibrium depends on the structure of the carbonyl compound. Generally, the same
steric factors (pp. 138–139) mean that simple aldehydes are hydrated to some extent while simple
ketones are not. However special factors can shift the equilibrium towards the hydrated form even
for ketones, particularly if the carbonyl compound is reactive or unstable.

Formaldehyde is an extremely reactive aldehyde as it has no substituents to hinder attack—it is so
reactive that it is rather prone to polymerization (Chapter 52). And it is quite happy to move from
sp2 to sp3 hybridization because there is very little increased steric hindrance between the two hydro-
gen atoms as the bond angle changes from 120° to 109° (p. 139). This is why our aqueous solution of
formaldehyde contains essentially no CH2O—it is completely hydrated. A mechanism for the hydra-
tion reaction is shown below. Notice how a proton has to be transferred from one oxygen atom to
the other, mediated by water molecules.
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to the carbonyl carbon atom. As the carbonyl carbon atom changes from sp2 to sp3, its bond angles
change from about 120° to about 109°—in other words, the substituents it carries move closer
together. This reduction in bond angle is not a problem for aldehydes, because one of the sub-
stituents is just a (very small) hydrogen atom, but for ketones, especially ones that carry larger alkyl
groups, this effect can disfavour the addition reaction. Effects that result from the size of substituents
and the repulsion between them are called steric effects, and we call the repulsive force experienced
by large substituents steric hindrance.

The angle of nucleophilic attack on aldehydes and ketones
Having introduced you to the sequence of events that makes up a nucleophilic attack at C=O (inter-
action of HOMO with LUMO, formation of new ! bond, breakage of " bond), we should now tell
you a little more about the direction from which the nucleophile approaches the carbonyl group. Not
only do nucleophiles always attack carbonyl groups at carbon, but they also always approach from a
particular angle. You may at first be surprised by this angle, since nucleophiles attack not from a
direction perpendicular to the plane of the carbonyl group but at about 107° to the C=O bond. This
approach route is known as the Bürgi–Dunitz trajectory after the authors of the elegant crystallo-
graphic methods that revealed it. You can think of the angle of attack as the result of a compromise
between maximum orbital overlap of the HOMO with "* and minimum repulsion of the HOMO by
the electron density in the carbonyl " bond.

Any other portions of the molecule that get in the way of (or, in other words, that cause steric hin-
drance to) the Bürgi–Dunitz trajectory will greatly reduce the rate of addition and this is another rea-
son why aldehydes are more reactive than ketones. The importance of the Bürgi–Dunitz trajectory
will become more evident later—particularly in Chapter 34.

Nucleophilic attack by ‘hydride’on aldehydes and ketones
Nucleophilic attack by the hydride ion, H–, is not a known reaction. This species, which is present in
the salt sodium hydride, NaH, is so small and has such a high charge density that it only ever reacts
as a base. The reason is that its filled 1s orbital is of an ideal size to interact with the hydrogen
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Addizione di nucleofili all'azoto

except for the particularly stable special cases we discuss on p. 000, most can be hydrolysed by water
without acid or base catalysis.

You have, in fact, already met an imine hydrolysis: at the end of Chapter 12 we talked about the
addition of Grignard reagents to nitriles. The product is an imine that hydrolyses in acid solution to
ketone plus ammonia.

Some imines are stable
Imines in which the nitrogen atom carries an electronegative group are usually stable: examples
include oximes, hydrazones, and semicarbazones.

These compounds are more stable than imines because the electronegative sub-
stituent can participate in delocalization of the imine double bond. Delocalization
decreases the %+ charge on the carbon atom of the imine double bond and raises the
energy of the LUMO, making it less susceptible to nucleophilic attack.

Oximes, hydrazones, and semicarbazones require acid or base catalysis to be hydrolysed.
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Because the hydrazone and semicarbazone derivatives of
carbonyl compounds are often stable, crystalline solids,
they used to be used to confirm the supposed identity of
aldehydes and ketones. For example, the boiling points of

these three isomeric five-carbon ketones are all similar,
and before the days of NMR spectroscopy it would have
been hard to distinguish between them.
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Imines are the nitrogen analogues of carbonyl compounds
In fact, the oxime formed from a ketone and hydroxylamine is just a special example of an
imine.

Imines are formed when any primary amine reacts with an aldehyde or a ketone under appro-
priate conditions: for example, cyclohexylamine and benzaldehyde.

You shouldn’t need us to tell you the mechanism of this reaction: even without looking at
the mechanism we gave for the formation of the oxime it should come as no surprise to you by
now. First, the amine attacks the aldehyde and the intermediate is formed. Dehydration gives the
imine.

Notice that an acid catalyst is normally added for imine formation. Without an acid catalyst, the
reaction is very slow, though in some cases it may still take place (oximes, for example, will form
without acid catalysis, but form much faster with it). It’s important to notice that acid is not needed
for the addition step in the mechanism (indeed, protonation of the amine means that this step is very
slow in strong acid), but is needed for the elimination of water later on in the reaction. Imine forma-
tion is in fact fastest at about pH 4–6: at lower pH, too much amine is protonated and the rate of the
first step is slow; above this pH the proton concentration is too low to allow protonation of the OH
leaving group in the dehydration step. Imine formation is like a biological reaction: it is fastest near
neutrality.
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•Imine formation requires acid catalysis.

Either side of pH 5–6 the reaction goes more slowly. This is a sign of a change in rate-
determining step. Where there is a choice between two rate-determining steps, the slower of the
two determines the overall rate of the reaction. In the last chapter we saw that ester hydrolysis
was a typical example of an organic reaction showing acid and base catalysis. It has a mini-
mum rate at about neutrality showing that the mechanism must change. Where there is a choice
of mechanism, the faster of the two operates. The contrast between the two is obvious from the
diagrams.

Imines are usually unstable and are easily hydrolysed
Like acetals, imines are unstable with respect to their parent carbonyl compound and amine, and
must be formed by a method that allows removal of water from the reaction mixture.

Imines are formed from aldehydes or ketones with most primary amines. In general, they are only
stable enough to isolate if either the C or N of the imine double bond bears an aromatic substituent.
Imines formed from ammonia are unstable, but can be detected in solution. CH2=NH2, for exam-
ple, decomposes at temperatures above –80 °C, but PhCH=NH is detectable by UV spectroscopy in a
mixture of benzaldehyde and ammonia in methanol.

Imines are readily hydrolysed back to carbonyl compound and amine by aqueous acid—in fact,
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Addizione di nucleofili all'azoto

except for the particularly stable special cases we discuss on p. 000, most can be hydrolysed by water
without acid or base catalysis.

You have, in fact, already met an imine hydrolysis: at the end of Chapter 12 we talked about the
addition of Grignard reagents to nitriles. The product is an imine that hydrolyses in acid solution to
ketone plus ammonia.

Some imines are stable
Imines in which the nitrogen atom carries an electronegative group are usually stable: examples
include oximes, hydrazones, and semicarbazones.

These compounds are more stable than imines because the electronegative sub-
stituent can participate in delocalization of the imine double bond. Delocalization
decreases the %+ charge on the carbon atom of the imine double bond and raises the
energy of the LUMO, making it less susceptible to nucleophilic attack.

Oximes, hydrazones, and semicarbazones require acid or base catalysis to be hydrolysed.
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Because the hydrazone and semicarbazone derivatives of
carbonyl compounds are often stable, crystalline solids,
they used to be used to confirm the supposed identity of
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and before the days of NMR spectroscopy it would have
been hard to distinguish between them.
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Secondary amines react with carbonyl compounds to form enamines
Pyrrolidine, a secondary amine, reacts with isobutyraldehyde, under the sort of conditions you
would use to make an imine, to give an enamine.

The mechanism consists of the same steps as those that take place when imines form from pri-
mary amines, up to formation of the iminium ion. This iminium ion has no N–H proton to lose, so
it loses one of the C–H protons next to the C=N to give the enamine. Enamines, like imines, are un-
stable to aqueous acid. We shall return to them in Chapter 21.

Enamines of primary amines, or even of ammonia, also exist, but only in equilibrium with an
imine isomer. The interconversion between imine and enamine is the nitrogen analogue of enoliza-
tion, which is discussed in detail in Chapter 21.

Iminium ions can react as electrophilic intermediates
We made the point above that the difference in reactivity between an iminium ion and an oxonium
ion is that an iminium ion can lose H+ and form an imine or an enamine, while an oxonium ion
reacts as an electrophile. Iminium ions can, however, react as electrophiles provided suitable nucleo-
philes are present. In fact, they are very good electrophiles, and are significantly more reactive than
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•Imines and enamines
• Imines are formed from aldehydes or ketones with primary amines
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• Both require acid catalysis and removal of water
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Amminazione riducente (reductive amination)

Agenti riducenti che reagiscono con le immine ma non con i chetoni:
NaBH3CN, NaBH3(OAc), H2/Pd

Amminazione riducente
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The enol would have to be protonated at the C2 to form the aldehyde but this is not possible
because the two benzene rings are twisted out of the plane of the double bond by the interference of
the ortho methyl groups. The view down the double bond shows that both faces are blocked by one of
the ortho methyl groups and an acid cannot approach close enough to deliver its proton.

Enols of 1,3-dicarbonyl compounds: thermodynamically stable enols
We started this chapter by looking at a molecule that contained about 33% enol in solution—dime-
done. In fact, this is just one example of the class of 1,3-dicarbonyl compounds (also called &-dicar-
bonyls) all of which contain substantial amounts of enol and may even be completely enolized in
polar solvents.

We need now to examine why these enols are so stable. The main reason is that this unique (1,3)
arrangement of the two functional groups leads to enols that are conjugated rather like a carboxylic
acid.

Did you notice when we were looking at the NMR spectrum of dimedone (p. 000) that the two
CH2 groups in the ring seemed to be the same, though they are different (a and b) and the delocaliza-
tion we have just looked at does not make them the same? This must mean that the enol is in rapid
equilibrium with another identical enol. This is not delocalization—a proton is moving—so it is
tautomerism.

Once again, this is very like the situation in a carboxylic acid. Thus the two enols equilibrate fast
with each other in CDCl3 solution but equilibrate slowly enough with the keto form for the two spec-
tra to be recorded at the same time. If equilibration with the keto form were fast, we should see a
time-averaged spectrum of the two. In CD3OD solution the 1H and 13C NMR spectra show that only
the enol form exists, presumably stabilized by hydrogen bonding.

Other 1,3-dicarbonyl compounds also exist largely in the enol form. In some examples there is an
additional stabilizing factor, intramolecular hydrogen bonding. Diethyl malonate (diethyl propane-
dioate) has a symmetrical enol stabilized by conjugation. The enol form is also stabilized by a very
favourable intramolecular hydrogen bond in a six-membered ring.
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the ortho methyl groups. The view down the double bond shows that both faces are blocked by one of
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bonyls) all of which contain substantial amounts of enol and may even be completely enolized in
polar solvents.

We need now to examine why these enols are so stable. The main reason is that this unique (1,3)
arrangement of the two functional groups leads to enols that are conjugated rather like a carboxylic
acid.

Did you notice when we were looking at the NMR spectrum of dimedone (p. 000) that the two
CH2 groups in the ring seemed to be the same, though they are different (a and b) and the delocaliza-
tion we have just looked at does not make them the same? This must mean that the enol is in rapid
equilibrium with another identical enol. This is not delocalization—a proton is moving—so it is
tautomerism.

Once again, this is very like the situation in a carboxylic acid. Thus the two enols equilibrate fast
with each other in CDCl3 solution but equilibrate slowly enough with the keto form for the two spec-
tra to be recorded at the same time. If equilibration with the keto form were fast, we should see a
time-averaged spectrum of the two. In CD3OD solution the 1H and 13C NMR spectra show that only
the enol form exists, presumably stabilized by hydrogen bonding.

Other 1,3-dicarbonyl compounds also exist largely in the enol form. In some examples there is an
additional stabilizing factor, intramolecular hydrogen bonding. Diethyl malonate (diethyl propane-
dioate) has a symmetrical enol stabilized by conjugation. The enol form is also stabilized by a very
favourable intramolecular hydrogen bond in a six-membered ring.
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Enoli ed enolati

Remember that the oxyanion and carbanion structures are just two different ways to represent the
same thing. We shall usually prefer the oxyanion structure as it is more realistic. You can say the
same thing in orbitals.

On the left you see the populated orbitals of the allyl anion and on the right the corresponding
orbitals of the enolate ion. The allyl anion is, of course, symmetrical. Two changes happen when we
replace one carbon by an oxygen atom. Because oxygen is more electronegative, both orbitals go
down in energy. The orbitals are also distorted. The lower-energy atomic orbital of the more electro-
negative oxygen contributes more to the lower-energy orbital (%1) and correspondingly less to %2.
The charge distribution comes from both populated orbitals so the negative charge is spread over all
three atoms, but is mostly on the ends. The important reactive orbital is the HOMO (%2) which has
the larger orbital on the terminal carbon atom.

In the enolate, the oxygen atom has more of the negative charge, but the carbon atom has more of
the HOMO. One important consequence is that we can expect reactions dominated by charges and
electrostatic interactions to occur on oxygen and reactions dominated by orbital interactions to
occur on carbon. Thus acyl chlorides tend to react at oxygen to give enol esters, while alkyl halides
tend to react at carbon.

We shall be looking at these reactions in Chapter 26. For the rest of this chapter we are going to
look at some simpler consequences of enolization and some reactions of enolates with heteroatom
nucleophiles.

Summary of types of enol and enolate
In this section, the hydrogen atom lost in the enolization is shown in green. First let us summarize
the various kinds of enol and enolate we can have from carbonyl compounds. We have seen such
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Enoli/enolati - Reattività all'ossigeno

Remember that the oxyanion and carbanion structures are just two different ways to represent the
same thing. We shall usually prefer the oxyanion structure as it is more realistic. You can say the
same thing in orbitals.

On the left you see the populated orbitals of the allyl anion and on the right the corresponding
orbitals of the enolate ion. The allyl anion is, of course, symmetrical. Two changes happen when we
replace one carbon by an oxygen atom. Because oxygen is more electronegative, both orbitals go
down in energy. The orbitals are also distorted. The lower-energy atomic orbital of the more electro-
negative oxygen contributes more to the lower-energy orbital (%1) and correspondingly less to %2.
The charge distribution comes from both populated orbitals so the negative charge is spread over all
three atoms, but is mostly on the ends. The important reactive orbital is the HOMO (%2) which has
the larger orbital on the terminal carbon atom.

In the enolate, the oxygen atom has more of the negative charge, but the carbon atom has more of
the HOMO. One important consequence is that we can expect reactions dominated by charges and
electrostatic interactions to occur on oxygen and reactions dominated by orbital interactions to
occur on carbon. Thus acyl chlorides tend to react at oxygen to give enol esters, while alkyl halides
tend to react at carbon.

We shall be looking at these reactions in Chapter 26. For the rest of this chapter we are going to
look at some simpler consequences of enolization and some reactions of enolates with heteroatom
nucleophiles.

Summary of types of enol and enolate
In this section, the hydrogen atom lost in the enolization is shown in green. First let us summarize
the various kinds of enol and enolate we can have from carbonyl compounds. We have seen such
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Stable enolate equivalents
Even with fairly strong bases such as hydroxides or alkoxides, most carbonyl compounds are
converted to their enolates only to a very small extent. A typical pKa for the protons next to a
carbonyl group is 20–25, while the pKa of methoxide is around 16, so we can only hope for
about 1 part enolate in 104 parts carbonyl compound. With a much stronger base, this all
changes, and the enolate is formed quantitatively from the carbonyl compound. This is a very
important result which we shall capitalize on in Chapters 26 and 27. The base usually used is
LDA (Lithium Di-isopropyl Amide), and it works like this.

LDA is bulky, so it does not undergo nucleophilic attack on the carbonyl group, and it is basic—
the pKa of diisopropylamine is about 35—plenty basic enough to deprotonate next to any carbonyl
group. The lithium enolate is stable at low temperature (–78 °C) but reactive enough to be useful.
Lithium enolates are the most commonly used stable enolate equivalents in chemistry.

Second only to lithium enolates in usefulness are silyl enol ethers. Silicon is less electropositive than
lithium, and silyl enol ethers are more stable, but less reactive, than lithium enolates. They are made by
treating an enolate with a silicon electrophile. Silicon electrophiles invariably react with enolates at the
oxygen atom firstly because they are hard (see p. 000) and secondly because of the very strong Si–O sin-
gle bond. The most common silicon electrophile is trimethylsilyl chloride (Me3SiCl), an intermediate
made industrially in bulk and used to make the NMR standard tetramethyl silane (Me4Si).

Silicon–oxygen bonds are so strong that silicon reacts with carbonyl compounds on oxygen even
without a strong base to form the enolate: the reaction probably goes through the small amount of enol
present in neutral solution, and just needs a weak base (Et3N) to remove the proton from the product.
An alternative view is that the silicon reacts with oxygen first, and the base just converts to oxonium ion
to the silyl enol ether. Both mechanisms are given below—either might be correct. This is one of the
two best ways to make a stable enol derivative from virtually any enolizable carbonyl compound.
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On the left you see the populated orbitals of the allyl anion and on the right the corresponding
orbitals of the enolate ion. The allyl anion is, of course, symmetrical. Two changes happen when we
replace one carbon by an oxygen atom. Because oxygen is more electronegative, both orbitals go
down in energy. The orbitals are also distorted. The lower-energy atomic orbital of the more electro-
negative oxygen contributes more to the lower-energy orbital (%1) and correspondingly less to %2.
The charge distribution comes from both populated orbitals so the negative charge is spread over all
three atoms, but is mostly on the ends. The important reactive orbital is the HOMO (%2) which has
the larger orbital on the terminal carbon atom.

In the enolate, the oxygen atom has more of the negative charge, but the carbon atom has more of
the HOMO. One important consequence is that we can expect reactions dominated by charges and
electrostatic interactions to occur on oxygen and reactions dominated by orbital interactions to
occur on carbon. Thus acyl chlorides tend to react at oxygen to give enol esters, while alkyl halides
tend to react at carbon.

We shall be looking at these reactions in Chapter 26. For the rest of this chapter we are going to
look at some simpler consequences of enolization and some reactions of enolates with heteroatom
nucleophiles.

Summary of types of enol and enolate
In this section, the hydrogen atom lost in the enolization is shown in green. First let us summarize
the various kinds of enol and enolate we can have from carbonyl compounds. We have seen such
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Stable enolate equivalents
Even with fairly strong bases such as hydroxides or alkoxides, most carbonyl compounds are
converted to their enolates only to a very small extent. A typical pKa for the protons next to a
carbonyl group is 20–25, while the pKa of methoxide is around 16, so we can only hope for
about 1 part enolate in 104 parts carbonyl compound. With a much stronger base, this all
changes, and the enolate is formed quantitatively from the carbonyl compound. This is a very
important result which we shall capitalize on in Chapters 26 and 27. The base usually used is
LDA (Lithium Di-isopropyl Amide), and it works like this.

LDA is bulky, so it does not undergo nucleophilic attack on the carbonyl group, and it is basic—
the pKa of diisopropylamine is about 35—plenty basic enough to deprotonate next to any carbonyl
group. The lithium enolate is stable at low temperature (–78 °C) but reactive enough to be useful.
Lithium enolates are the most commonly used stable enolate equivalents in chemistry.

Second only to lithium enolates in usefulness are silyl enol ethers. Silicon is less electropositive than
lithium, and silyl enol ethers are more stable, but less reactive, than lithium enolates. They are made by
treating an enolate with a silicon electrophile. Silicon electrophiles invariably react with enolates at the
oxygen atom firstly because they are hard (see p. 000) and secondly because of the very strong Si–O sin-
gle bond. The most common silicon electrophile is trimethylsilyl chloride (Me3SiCl), an intermediate
made industrially in bulk and used to make the NMR standard tetramethyl silane (Me4Si).

Silicon–oxygen bonds are so strong that silicon reacts with carbonyl compounds on oxygen even
without a strong base to form the enolate: the reaction probably goes through the small amount of enol
present in neutral solution, and just needs a weak base (Et3N) to remove the proton from the product.
An alternative view is that the silicon reacts with oxygen first, and the base just converts to oxonium ion
to the silyl enol ether. Both mechanisms are given below—either might be correct. This is one of the
two best ways to make a stable enol derivative from virtually any enolizable carbonyl compound.
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Condensazione aldolica (o Claisen-Schmidt condensation)

Reiner Ludwig Claisen
1851-1930



Each step is the same as the aldol sequence with acetaldehyde, and the product is again a hydroxy-
carbonyl compound, but this time a hydroxy-ketone.

The acetaldehyde reaction works well when one drop of dilute sodium hydroxide is added to acetalde-
hyde. The acetone reaction is best done with insoluble barium hydroxide, Ba(OH)2. Both approaches
keep the base concentration low. Without this precaution, the aldol products are not the compounds iso-
lated from the reaction. With more base, further reactions occur, because the aldol products dehydrate
rather easily under the reaction conditions to give stable conjugated unsaturated carbonyl compounds.

These are elimination reactions, and you met them in Chapter 19. You cannot normally eliminate
water from an alcohol in basic solution and it is the carbonyl group that allows it to happen here. A
second enolization reaction starts things off, and these are E1cB reactions.

In the examples that follow in the rest of the chapter you will see that base-catalysed aldol reac-
tions sometimes give the aldol and sometimes the elimination product. The choice is partly based on
conditions—the more vigorous conditions (stronger base, higher temperatures, longer reaction
time) tend to give the elimination product—and partly on the structure of the reagents: some com-
binations are easy to stop at the aldol stage, while some almost always give the elimination reaction as
well. You do not, of course, need to learn the results: if you ever need to do an aldol reaction you can
consult the massive review in the 1968 volume of Organic Reactions to find the best conditions for
getting the result you want.

The elimination is even easier in acid solution and acid-catalysed aldol reactions commonly give
unsaturated products instead of aldols. In this simple example with a symmetrical cyclic ketone, the
enone is formed in good yield in acid or base. We shall use the acid-catalysed reaction to illustrate the
mechanism. First the ketone is enolized under acid catalysis as you saw in Chapter 21.

Then the aldol reaction takes place. Enols are less nucleophilic than enolates, and the reaction
occurs because the electrophilic carbonyl component is protonated: the addition is acid-catalysed.
An acid-catalysed aldol reaction takes place.
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The aldol is a tertiary alcohol and would be likely to eliminate by an E1 mechanism in acid even
without the carbonyl group. But the carbonyl ensures that only the stable conjugated enone is
formed. Notice that the dehydration too is genuinely acid-catalysed as the acid reappears in the very
last step.

None of these intermediates is detected or isolated in practice—simple treatment of the ketone
with acid gives the enone in good yield. A base-catalysed reaction gives the same product via the
aldol–E1cB elimination mechanism.

Aldol reactions of unsymmetrical ketones
If the ketone is blocked on one side so that it cannot enolize—in other words it has no " protons on
that side—only one aldol reaction is possible. Ketones of this type might bear a tertiary alkyl or an
aryl substituent. t-Butyl methyl
ketone (3,3-dimethylbutan-2-
one), for example, gives aldol
reactions with various bases in
60–70% yield. Enolization can-
not occur towards the t-butyl
group and must occur towards
the methyl group instead.

A specially interesting case of the blocked carbonyl compound is the lactone or cyclic ester. Open-
chain esters do not give aldol reactions: they prefer a different reaction that is the subject of the next
chapter. But lactones are in some ways quite like ketones and give unsaturated carbonyl products
under basic catalysis. Enolization is unambiguous because the ester oxygen atom blocks enolization
on one side.
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Condensazione aldolica (o Claisen-Schmidt condensation)

Per poter realizzare una condensazione 
aldolica incrociata sono necessarie due 
condizioni

1) Uno solo dei due partner deve essere 
enolizzabile

2) L'altro partner non deve essere enolizzabile 
e deve essere più elettrofilo della forma 
carbonilica dell'altro.



Condensazione aldolica incrociata ed alchilazione enolati 



Enolato cinetico o termodinamico 

Enolato termodinamico Enolato cinetico



Stable enolate equivalents
Even with fairly strong bases such as hydroxides or alkoxides, most carbonyl compounds are
converted to their enolates only to a very small extent. A typical pKa for the protons next to a
carbonyl group is 20–25, while the pKa of methoxide is around 16, so we can only hope for
about 1 part enolate in 104 parts carbonyl compound. With a much stronger base, this all
changes, and the enolate is formed quantitatively from the carbonyl compound. This is a very
important result which we shall capitalize on in Chapters 26 and 27. The base usually used is
LDA (Lithium Di-isopropyl Amide), and it works like this.

LDA is bulky, so it does not undergo nucleophilic attack on the carbonyl group, and it is basic—
the pKa of diisopropylamine is about 35—plenty basic enough to deprotonate next to any carbonyl
group. The lithium enolate is stable at low temperature (–78 °C) but reactive enough to be useful.
Lithium enolates are the most commonly used stable enolate equivalents in chemistry.

Second only to lithium enolates in usefulness are silyl enol ethers. Silicon is less electropositive than
lithium, and silyl enol ethers are more stable, but less reactive, than lithium enolates. They are made by
treating an enolate with a silicon electrophile. Silicon electrophiles invariably react with enolates at the
oxygen atom firstly because they are hard (see p. 000) and secondly because of the very strong Si–O sin-
gle bond. The most common silicon electrophile is trimethylsilyl chloride (Me3SiCl), an intermediate
made industrially in bulk and used to make the NMR standard tetramethyl silane (Me4Si).

Silicon–oxygen bonds are so strong that silicon reacts with carbonyl compounds on oxygen even
without a strong base to form the enolate: the reaction probably goes through the small amount of enol
present in neutral solution, and just needs a weak base (Et3N) to remove the proton from the product.
An alternative view is that the silicon reacts with oxygen first, and the base just converts to oxonium ion
to the silyl enol ether. Both mechanisms are given below—either might be correct. This is one of the
two best ways to make a stable enol derivative from virtually any enolizable carbonyl compound.
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Bibliography:
 - Jan 5 1927: Born in Nagano, Japan
 - 1948: B.Sc., Tokyo Institute of Technology
 - 1953: Assistant Professor, Gakushuin University
 - 1957: Ph.D., University of Tokyo
 - 1958: Assistant Professor, Tokyo Institute of Technology
 - 1963: Full Professor, Tokyo Institute of Technology
 - 1973: Full Professor, University of Tokyo
 - 1987: Completed his term at the University of Tokyo; 
             move to Tokyo University of Science (formerly 
             Science University of Tokyo)
 - 1991: President of the Research Institute, Tokyo 
             University of Science
 - 1992: Distinguished Professor, Tokyo University of 
             Science
 - 2002: Move to Kitasato University
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 - Science                       ...1 (Perspective)
 - Angewandte CIEE      ...5 (4 Reviews)
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 - Tetrahedron Lett.       ...26
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in 1972 by Mukaiyama.

Mukaiyama Award: 
 - Administered by the Society of Synthetic Organic Chemistry, Japan (SSOCJ).
 - The award was established in 2005 by SSOCJ to celebrate the 77th birthday of 
   Professor Teruaki Mukaiyama, who received the Order of Culture in 1977 from 
   Japanese government for his outstanding contributions to synthetic organic 
   chemistry and to commemorate his election in 2004 to the National Academy of 
   Science, USA, as a foreign associate.
 - The award shall be granted to an individual of 45 years old or younger without 
   regard to nationality for their outstanding contributions to synthetic organic 
   chemistry. 
 - Nature: The award consists of $5,000, a medallion, and a certificate. The recipient 
   shall deliver an award lecture at the Seminar on Synthetic Organic Chemistry. 
 - A nomination form can be downloaded from http://wwwsoc.nii.ac.jp/ssocj/
 - Selection: The award committee selects two award recipients, one from the non-
   Japanese nominees and the other from the Japanese nominees.

An excerpt from Mukaiyama's publication list, published in Heterocycles 2000, 52, 13-66.

Notable chemists originating from the Mukaiyama Group:
Isao Kuwajima, formerly at Tokyo Institute of Technology; Eiichi Nakamura, 
University of Tokyo; Koichi Narasaka, University of Tokyo; Shuu Kobayashi, 
University of Tokyo; Masahiro Murakami, Kyoto University; Yujiro Hayashi, Tokyo 
University of Science; Kenso Soai, Tokyo University of Science; the late professor 
Oyo Mitsunobu, formerly at Aoyama Gakuin University.
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chapter is about the reactions of phenols and other aromatic compounds with electrophiles. You will
see phenols reacting like enols, except that the final product is also an enol, and you will also see
simple benzenes reacting like alkenes, except that the result is substitution rather than addition. We
shall start with a discussion of the structure of benzene and of aromaticity.

Benzene and its reaction with electrophiles
Benzene is a planar symmetrical hexagon with six trigonal (sp2) carbon atoms, each having one
hydrogen atom in the plane of the ring. All the bond lengths are 1.39 Å (compare C–C 1.47 Å and
C=C 1.33 Å). All the 13C shifts are the same (δC 128.5 p.p.m.).

The special stability of benzene (aromaticity) comes from the six π electrons in three molecular
orbitals made up by the overlap of the six atomic p orbitals on the carbon atoms. The energy levels of
these orbitals are arranged so that there is exceptional stability in the molecule (a notional 140
kJ mol–1 over a molecule with three conjugated double bonds), and the shift of the six identical
hydrogen atoms in the NMR spectrum (δH 7.2 p.p.m.) is evidence of a ring current in the delocalized
π system.

Electrophilic attack on benzene and on cyclohexene
Simple alkenes, including cyclohexene, react rapidly with electrophiles such as bromine or peroxy-
acids (Chapter 20). Bromine gives a product of trans addition, peracids give epoxides by cis addition.
Under the same conditions benzene does not react with either reagent.

Benzene can be persuaded to react with bromine if a Lewis acid catalyst such as AlCl3 is added.
The product contains bromine but is not from either cis or trans addition.
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!
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are only ten electrons altogether.
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quite so strictly they’re all right.
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molecules such as phenol, the bond lengths are no longer
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With some aromatic compounds, such as naphthalene, it

does matter as there is some bond alternation. Either
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strongest and shortest in the molecule and that the
C1–C2 bond is shorter that the C2–C3 bond.
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The bromine atom has replaced an atom of hydrogen and so this is a substitution reaction. The
reagent is electrophilic bromine and the molecule is aromatic so the reaction is electrophilic
aromatic substitution and that is the subject of this chapter. We can compare the bromination of
cyclohexene and of benzene directly.

The intermediate in both reactions is a cation but the first (from cyclohexene) adds an anion
while the second (from benzene) loses a proton so that the aromatic system can be restored. Notice
also that neutral bromine reacts with the alkene but the cationic AlCl3 complex is needed for ben-
zene. Another way to produce a more electrophilic source of bromine is to use a pyridine catalyst.
Pyridine attacks the bromine molecule producing a cationic bromine compound.

Bromine itself is a very reactive electrophile. It is indeed a dangerous compound and should be
handled only with special precautions. Even so it does not react with benzene. It is very difficult to
get benzene to react with anything.

The intermediate in electrophilic aromatic substitution is a delocalized cation
These two brominations are examples of the mechanism of electrophilic aromatic substitution,
which, in many different guises, will return again and again during this chapter. In its most general
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The charge can be delocalized to the two ortho positions and to the para position or can be drawn
as a delocalized structure with dotted bonds and about one-third of a plus charge (+) at three
atoms.
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In strong acid, the electrophile would be a proton and the reaction would be the exchange of
the protons in the benzene ring in the style of the proton exchange on phenol with which we
started this chapter. In D3O+, this would ultimately lead to C6D6 which is a useful solvent in NMR.
As with the bromination reaction, the first step in the mechanism is the formation of a cationic
intermediate.

It is actually possible to observe this cationic intermediate. The trick is to pick a nonnucleophilic
and nonbasic counterion X–, such as antimony hexafluoride SbF–

6. In this octahedral anion, the cen-
tral antimony atom is surrounded by the fluorine atoms and the negative charge is spread over all
seven atoms. The protonation is carried out using FSO3H and SbF5 at –120 °C.

Under these conditions it is
possible to record the 1H and
13C NMR spectra of the cation.
The shifts show that the positive
charge is spread over the ring but
is greatest (or the electron densi-
ty is least) in the ortho and para
positions. Using the data for the
1H and 13C NMR shifts (δH and
δC, respectively), a charge distri-
bution can be calculated.

Curly arrows also predict the same electron distribution for all these intermediates, whether the
electrophile is a proton or any of the other reagents we will meet in this chapter. The cation can be
represented as three different delocalized structures that show clearly the electron-deficient atoms,
or by a structure with partial bonds that shows the delocalization but is of no use for drawing mech-
anisms.

It is not surprising that the formation of the cationic intermediate is the rate-determining step, as
aromaticity is temporarily lost in this step. The mechanism of the fast proton loss from the interme-
diate is shown in three ways just to prove that it doesn’t matter which of the delocalized structures
you choose. A useful piece of advice is that, when you draw the intermediate in any electrophilic aro-
matic substitution, you should always draw in the hydrogen atom at the point of substitution, just as
we have been doing.
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Nitration of benzene
Perhaps the most important of all the reactions in this chapter is nitration, the introduction of a nitro
(NO2) group, into an aromatic system, as it provides a general entry into aromatic nitrogen com-
pounds. This reaction is not available for aliphatic nitrogen compounds, which are usually made
with nucleophilic nitrogen reagents. Aromatic nitration requires very powerful reagents, the most
typical being a mixture of concentrated nitric and sulfuric acids.

The first steps are the formation of a very powerful electrophile, none other than NO2
+, by the

interaction of the two strong acids. Sulfuric acid is the stronger and it protonates the nitric acid on
the OH group so that a molecule of water can leave.

Notice that the nitronium ion ( NO2
+) is linear with an sp hybridized nitrogen at the centre. It is

isoelectronic with CO2. It is also very reactive and combines with benzene in the way we have just
described. Benzene attacks the positively charged nitrogen atom but one of the N=O bonds must be
broken at the same time to avoid five-valent nitrogen.

Sulfonation of benzene
Benzene reacts slowly with sulfuric acid alone to give benzenesulfonic acid. The reaction starts with
the protonation of one molecule of sulfuric acid by another and the loss of a molecule of water. This
is very similar to the first steps in nitration.

The cation produced is very reactive and combines with benzene by the same mechanisms we
have seen for bromination and nitration: slow addition to the aromatic π system followed by rapid
loss of a proton to regenerate the aromaticity. The product contains the sulfonic acid functional
group –SO2OH.
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Nitrazione, sulfonazione ed alogenazione

The bromine atom has replaced an atom of hydrogen and so this is a substitution reaction. The
reagent is electrophilic bromine and the molecule is aromatic so the reaction is electrophilic
aromatic substitution and that is the subject of this chapter. We can compare the bromination of
cyclohexene and of benzene directly.

The intermediate in both reactions is a cation but the first (from cyclohexene) adds an anion
while the second (from benzene) loses a proton so that the aromatic system can be restored. Notice
also that neutral bromine reacts with the alkene but the cationic AlCl3 complex is needed for ben-
zene. Another way to produce a more electrophilic source of bromine is to use a pyridine catalyst.
Pyridine attacks the bromine molecule producing a cationic bromine compound.

Bromine itself is a very reactive electrophile. It is indeed a dangerous compound and should be
handled only with special precautions. Even so it does not react with benzene. It is very difficult to
get benzene to react with anything.

The intermediate in electrophilic aromatic substitution is a delocalized cation
These two brominations are examples of the mechanism of electrophilic aromatic substitution,
which, in many different guises, will return again and again during this chapter. In its most general
form the mechanism has two stages: attack by an electrophile to give an intermediate cation and loss
of a proton from the cation to restore the aromaticity.

The cationic intermediate is, of course, less stable than the starting materials or the product
but as a cation it is reasonably stable because of delocalization around the six-membered ring.
The charge can be delocalized to the two ortho positions and to the para position or can be drawn
as a delocalized structure with dotted bonds and about one-third of a plus charge (+) at three
atoms.
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The cationic intermediate can also be formed by the protonation of sulfur trioxide, SO3, and
another way to do sulfonations is to use concentrated sulfuric acid with SO3 added. These solutions
have the industrial name oleum. It is possible that the sulfonating agent in all these reactions is not
protonated SO3 but SO3 itself.

Sulfonic acids are strong acids, about as strong as sulfuric acid itself. They are stronger than HCl,
for example, and can be isolated from the reaction mixture as their crystalline sodium salts if an
excess of NaCl is added. Not many compounds react with NaCl.

Alkyl and acyl substituents can be added to a benzene ring by the Friedel–Crafts
reaction
So far we have added heteroatoms only—bromine, nitrogen, or sulfur. Adding carbon electrophiles
requires reactive carbon electrophiles and that means carbocations. In Chapter 17 you learned that
any nucleophile, however weak, will react with a carbocation in the SN1 reaction and even benzene
rings will do this. The classic SN1 electrophile is the t-butyl cation generated from t-butanol with
acid.

This is, in fact, an unusual way to carry out such reactions. The Friedel–Crafts alkylation, as this
is known, usually involves treating benzene with a t-alkyl chloride and the Lewis acid AlCl3. Rather
in the manner of the reaction with bromine, AlCl3 removes the chlorine atom from t-BuCl and
releases the t-Bu cation for the alkylation reaction.

We have not usually bothered with the base that removes the proton from the intermediate. Here
it is chloride ion as the by-product is HCl, so you can see that even a very weak base will do. Here is
the second reaction in a few pages that is carried out by chloride ion. Anything, such as water, chlo-
ride, or other counterions of strong acids, will do this job well enough and you need not in general be
concerned with the exact agent.
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Charles Friedel (1832–99), a French
chemist, and James Crafts
(1839–1917), an American mining
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another way to do sulfonations is to use concentrated sulfuric acid with SO3 added. These solutions
have the industrial name oleum. It is possible that the sulfonating agent in all these reactions is not
protonated SO3 but SO3 itself.

Sulfonic acids are strong acids, about as strong as sulfuric acid itself. They are stronger than HCl,
for example, and can be isolated from the reaction mixture as their crystalline sodium salts if an
excess of NaCl is added. Not many compounds react with NaCl.

Alkyl and acyl substituents can be added to a benzene ring by the Friedel–Crafts
reaction
So far we have added heteroatoms only—bromine, nitrogen, or sulfur. Adding carbon electrophiles
requires reactive carbon electrophiles and that means carbocations. In Chapter 17 you learned that
any nucleophile, however weak, will react with a carbocation in the SN1 reaction and even benzene
rings will do this. The classic SN1 electrophile is the t-butyl cation generated from t-butanol with
acid.

This is, in fact, an unusual way to carry out such reactions. The Friedel–Crafts alkylation, as this
is known, usually involves treating benzene with a t-alkyl chloride and the Lewis acid AlCl3. Rather
in the manner of the reaction with bromine, AlCl3 removes the chlorine atom from t-BuCl and
releases the t-Bu cation for the alkylation reaction.

We have not usually bothered with the base that removes the proton from the intermediate. Here
it is chloride ion as the by-product is HCl, so you can see that even a very weak base will do. Here is
the second reaction in a few pages that is carried out by chloride ion. Anything, such as water, chlo-
ride, or other counterions of strong acids, will do this job well enough and you need not in general be
concerned with the exact agent.
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•Sulfonation with H2SO4 or SO3 in H2SO4 converts aromatic compounds (ArH)
into aromatic sulfonic acids (ArSO2OH). The electrophile is SO3 or SO3H+.
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Cl Cl
AlCl3

H
AlCl3

Cl

–HClA more important variation is the Friedel–Crafts acylation with acid chlorides and AlCl3. As you
saw in Chapter 13, acid chlorides can give the rather stable acylium ions even in hydrolytic reactions
and they do so readily with Lewis acid catalysis. Attack on a benzene ring then gives an aromatic
ketone. The benzene ring has been acylated.

The acylation is better than the alkylation because it does not require any particular structural fea-
ture in the acyl chloride—R can be almost anything. In the alkylation step it is essential that the alkyl
group can form a cation; otherwise the reaction does not work very well. In addition, for reasons we
are about to explore, the acylation stops cleanly after one reaction whereas the alkylation often gives
mixtures of products.

Summary of electrophilic substitution on benzene
This completes our preliminary survey of the most important reactions in aromatic electrophilic
substitution. We shall switch our attention to the benzene ring itself now and see what effects various
types of substituent have on these reactions. During this discussion we will return to each of the main
reactions and discuss them in more detail. Meanwhile, we leave the introduction with an energy pro-
file diagram in the style of Chapter 13 for a typical substitution.

Since the first step involves the tempo-
rary disruption of the aromatic π system,
and is therefore rate-determining, it must
have the higher-energy transition state.
The intermediate is unstable and has a
much higher energy that either the starting
material or the products, close to that of
the transition states. The two transition
states will be similar in structure to the
intermediate and we shall use the interme-
diate as a model for the important first
transition state.

The reaction is so slow and the transi-
tion state so high because the only HOMO
available is a pair of very low-energy bond-
ing electrons in the benzene ring and
because the uniquely stable aromatic π sys-
tem is already disrupted in the transition
state.
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•Friedel–Crafts reactions

Friedel–Crafts alkylation with t-alkyl chlorides and Lewis acids (usually AlCl3)
gives t-alkyl benzenes. The more reliable Friedel–Crafts acylation with acid
chlorides and Lewis acids (usually AlCl3) gives aryl ketones.
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Isomeri ottenuti con substrati sui quali la 
reazione è più veloce che sul benzene R = H

Isomeri ottenuti con substrati sui quali la 
reazione è più lenta che sul benzene R = H

Possiamo dividere i sostituenti R in due famiglie:
attivanti, elettrondonatori, orto / para orientanti
disattivanti, elettronattrattori, meta orientanti

Effetto dei sostituenti



The phenoxide ion is even more reactive towards electrophilic attack than phenol. It will even
react with such weak electrophiles as carbon dioxide. This reaction, known as the Kolbe–Schmitt
process, is used industrially to prepare salicylic acid, a precursor in making aspirin.

The O– substituent is ortho, para-directing but the electrophilic substitution step with CO2 gives most-
ly the ortho product so there must be some coordination between the sodium ion and two oxygen atoms,
one from the phenoxide and one from CO2. The electrophile is effectively delivered to the ortho position.

We shall return to reactions of
phenols and phenyl ethers when
we consider directing effects in
electrophilic aromatic substitution
in other reactions and in Friedel–
Crafts reactions in particular.

A nitrogen lone pair activates even more strongly
Aniline (phenylamine) is even more reactive towards electrophiles than phenols, phenyl ethers,
or phenoxide ions. Because nitrogen is less electronegative than oxygen, the lone pair is higher in
energy and so more available to interact with the π system than is the lone pair on oxygen (look back
to p. 000 where we compare the reactivity of amides and esters). Reaction with bromine is very vigor-
ous and rapidly gives 2,4,6-tribromoaniline. The mechanism is very similar to the bromination of
phenol so we show only one ortho substitution.

The 1H NMR of aniline supports the increased electron density in the π system—the shifts for the
aromatic protons are even smaller than those for phenol showing greater electron density in the
ortho and para positions.
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Notice that we start the chain of arrows
with the lone pair electrons on the OH
group and push them through the ring so
that they emerge at the para position to
attack the bromine molecule. The benzene
ring is acting as a conductor allowing
electrons to flow from the OH group to the
bromine molecule.

Now repeating the reaction but this time at one of the two equivalent ortho positions:

Again the lone pair electrons on the OH group are the HOMO and these electrons are fed through
the benzene ring to emerge at the ortho position. A third bromination in the remaining ortho
position—you could draw the mechanisms for this as practice—gives the final product 2,4,6-
tribromophenol.

The OH group is said to be ortho, para-directing towards electrophiles. No substitution occurs in
either meta position. We can understand this by looking at the curly arrow mechanisms or by look-
ing at the molecular orbitals. In Chapter 21 (p. 000) we looked at the π system of an enolate and saw
how the electron density is located mainly on the end atoms (the oxygen and the carbon). In phenol
it is the ortho and para positions that are electron-rich (and, of course, the oxygen itself). We could
show this using curly arrows.

The curly arrows actually give an indication of the electron distribution in the HOMO of the mol-
ecule. The reason is that the HOMO has large coefficients at every other atom, just as the allyl anion
had large coefficients at its ends but not in the middle (Chapter 7).
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Why do we use numbers for some
descriptions such as 2,4-
dibromophenol but also use ortho
and para in others? The numbers
are best in naming compounds
but we need ortho and para to
describe the relationship
between substituents. Phenol
brominates in both ortho
positions. In this molecule they
happen to be positions 2 and 6
but in other molecules, where the
OH group is not on C1, they will
have other numbers, but they will
still be ortho to the OH group. Use
whichever description suits the
point you are making.
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Benzyl anion HOMO – a model for phenol

A better analogy for phenol is the benzyl anion. The benzyl
anion is simpler because we do not have the added
complication of the differences in electronegativities
between the oxygen and carbon atoms. According to

simple calculations, the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO) for the benzyl anion is a nonbonding
molecular orbital (MO) with the distribution like this.

CH2

the charge distribution in the HOMO for the benzyl anion

= node
–1/7

–1/7

–1/7
the benzyl anion

–4/7

In this MO there are no bonding interactions between
adjacent atoms so the HOMO for the benzyl anion is
actually a nonbonding MO. Most of the electron density is
on the benzylic carbon atom not in the ring, but there is
also significant electron density on the ring carbon atoms

in the ortho and para positions. The distribution for phenol
will be different because it is not an anion and the oxygen
atom is more electronegative than carbon but the overall
distribution will be as predicted by the curly arrows—most
on the oxygen and on the ortho and para carbon atoms.

Electrophilic substitution on phenols
We started this chapter by comparing phenols with enols (Ph-enol is the phenyl enol) and now we
return to them and look at electrophilic substitution in full detail. You will find that the reaction is
much easier than it was with benzene itself because phenols are like enols and the same reactions
(bromination, nitration, sulfonations, and Friedel–Crafts reactions) occur more easily. There is a
new question too: the positions round the phenol ring are no longer equivalent—where does substi-
tution take place?

Phenols react rapidly with bromine
Benzene does not react with bromine except with Lewis acid catalysis. Phenols react in a very differ-
ent manner: no Lewis acid is needed, the reaction occurs very rapidly, and the product contains three
atoms of bromine in specific positions. All that needs to be done is to add bromine dropwise to a
solution of phenol in ethanol. Initially, the yellow colour of the bromine disappears but, if, when the
colour just remains, water is added, a white precipitate of 2,4,6-tribromophenol is formed.

The product shows that bromination has occurred at the para position and at both ortho posi-
tions. What a contrast to benzene! Phenol reacts three times as rapidly without catalysis at room
temperature. Benzene reacts once and needs a Lewis acid to make the reaction go at all. The differ-
ence is, of course, the enol nature of phenol. The highest-energy electrons in phenol are no longer
those in the benzene ring but the lone pairs on oxygen. These nonbonding electrons contribute to a
much higher-energy HOMO than the very low-energy bonding electrons in the aromatic ring. We
should let our mechanism show this. Starting in the para position:
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•Summary of the main electrophilic substitutions on benzene

Reaction Reagents Electrophile Products

bromination Br2 and Lewis
acid, e.g. AlCl3,
FeBr3, Fe powder

nitration HNO3 + H2SO4

sulfonation concentrated H2SO4 or
H2SO4 + SO3 (oleum)

Friedel–Crafts alkylation RX + Lewis acid
usually AlCl3

Friedel–Crafts acylation RCOCl + Lewis acid
usually AlCl3
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This is not strictly catalysis as a
stoichiometric amount of Lewis
acid is needed and cannot be
recovered.

NMR can give us some confirmation of the electron distribution
The 1H NMR shifts of phenol give us an indication of the electron distribution in the π system. The
more electron density that surrounds a nucleus, the more shielded it is and so the smaller the shift
(see p. 000). All the shifts for the ring protons in phenol are less than those for benzene (7.28 p.p.m.),
which means that overall there is greater electron density in the ring. There is little difference
between the ortho and the para positions: both are electron-rich.

The shifts are smallest in the ortho and para positions so these are where there is greatest electron
density and hence these are the sites for electrophilic attack. The shifts in the meta positions are not
significantly different from those in benzene. If you want to put just one bromine atom into a phe-
nol, you must work at low temperature (< 5 °C) and use just one equivalent of bromine. The best sol-
vent is the rather dangerously inflammable carbon disulfide (CS2), the sulfur analogue of CO2.
Under these conditions, para bromophenol is formed in good yield as the main product, which is
why we started the bromination of phenol in the para position. The minor product is ortho
bromophenol.

Benzene is less reactive than phenol towards electrophiles
To brominate phenol, all we had to do was to mix bromine and phenol—if we do this with
benzene itself, nothing happens. We therefore say that, relative to benzene, the OH group in phenol
activates the ring towards electrophilic attack. The OH group is activating and ortho, para-directing.
Benzene will undergo electrophilic aromatic substitution as we have seen in a variety of reactions
with catalysis by strong protic acids or Lewis acids such as AlCl3. It is the donation of electrons on the
oxygen into the aromatic ring that makes phenol so much more reactive than benzene towards
electrophiles. Other groups that can donate electrons also activate and direct ortho, para. Anisole
(methoxybenzene) is the ‘enol ether’ equivalent of phenol. It reacts faster than benzene with
electrophiles.

The multiple chlorination of another activated compound, phenoxyacetic acid, leads to a useful
product. This compound is made industrially by an SN2 reaction (Chapter 17) on chloroacetic acid
(made by chlorination of acetic acid, Chapter 21) with phenol in alkaline solution. Reaction occurs
at the oxygen atom rather than on the ring.

The herbicide ‘2,4-D’ is 2,4-dichlorophenoxy acetic acid and is made, again industrially, by chlo-
rination of the acid with two equivalents of chlorine. The first probably goes into the para position
and the second into one of the equivalent ortho positions.
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Each intermediate is stabilized by delocalization of the positive charge to three carbon atoms in
the ring. If the electrophile attacks ortho (or para) to the electron-donating group, OR, the positive
charge is further delocalized directly on to OR, but the intermediate in meta substitution does not
enjoy this extra stabilization. We can assume that the extra stabilization in the intermediate in ortho
(or para) substitution means that the transition state is similarly lower in energy than that in meta
substitution. Not only is there more electron density in the ortho and para positions in the starting
material (and hence a good interaction between these sites and the electrophile) but also the transi-
tion states resulting from ortho and para attack are lower in energy than the transition state for meta
attack. These points both mean that ΔG‡ is smaller for ortho/para attack and that the reaction is
faster than meta attack.

Alkyl benzenes react at the ortho and para positions: σ donor
substituents
The rate constant for the bromination of toluene (methylbenzene) is about 4000 times that for ben-
zene (this may sound like a lot, but the rate constant for N,N-dimethylaniline is 1014 times greater).
The methyl group also directs electrophiles mostly into the ortho and para positions. These two
observations together suggest that alkyl groups may also increase the electron density in the π system
of the benzene ring, specifically in the ortho and para positions, rather like a weakened version of an
OR group.

There is a small inductive effect between any sp2 and sp3 carbon atoms (Chapter 8) but, if this
were the only effect, then the carbon to which the alkyl group is attached (the ipso carbon) should
have the greatest electron density, followed by the ortho carbons, then the meta carbons, and finally
the carbon atom furthest from the substituent, in the para position.

The 1H NMR spectrum for toluene suggests that there is slightly more electron density in the
para position than in the meta positions. All the shifts are smaller than those of benzene but not by
much and the shielding is much less than it is in phenols or anilines. The methyl group donates
electrons weakly by conjugation. In phenol, a lone pair on oxygen is conjugated into the π system. In
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toluene there is no lone pair but
one of the C–H σ bonds can
interact with the π system in
a similar way. This interaction,
know as σσ conjugation, is not as good as the full conjugation of the oxygen lone pair, but it is certain-
ly better than no interaction at all.

Just as the conjugation of the oxygen lone pair increases the electron density at the ortho and para
positions, so too does σ conjugation, but more weakly. However, it does not provide another pair of
electrons to act as the HOMO. Toluene uses π electrons, which are slightly higher in energy than
those of benzene. It is best to regard alkyl benzenes as rather reactive benzenes. We have to draw the
mechanism using the π electrons as the nucleophile.

The positive charge in the intermediate is delocalized over three carbons as usual and we can
study the intermediate by protonation in superacid as we did with benzene. The result is more
revealing because protonation actually occurs in the para position.

The ortho (to the Me group) carbon has a shift (139.5 p.p.m.) only 10 p.p.m. greater than that of
benzene (129.7 p.p.m.) but the ipso and meta carbons have the very large shifts that we associate with
cations. The charge is mainly delocalized to these carbons but the greatest charge is at the ipso car-
bon. Electrophilic attack occurs on alkyl benzenes so that the positive charge can be delocalized to
the carbon bearing the alkyl group. This carbon is tertiary and so cations there are stable (Chapter
17) and they can enjoy the σ conjugation from the alkyl group. This condition is fulfilled if toluene is
attacked at the ortho or para positions as you have seen but not if it is attacked at the meta position.

Now the charge is delocalized to the three carbon atoms that do not include the ipso carbon and
no σ conjugation from the alkyl group is possible. The situation is no worse than that of benzene, but
toluene reacts some 103 faster than benzene at the ortho and para positions. The stability of the tran-
sition states for electrophilic attack on toluene can again be modelled on these intermediates, so they
follow the same pattern. The transition states for ortho and para attack have some positive charge at
the ipso carbon but that for meta substitution does not.
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Just as the conjugation of the oxygen lone pair increases the electron density at the ortho and para
positions, so too does σ conjugation, but more weakly. However, it does not provide another pair of
electrons to act as the HOMO. Toluene uses π electrons, which are slightly higher in energy than
those of benzene. It is best to regard alkyl benzenes as rather reactive benzenes. We have to draw the
mechanism using the π electrons as the nucleophile.

The positive charge in the intermediate is delocalized over three carbons as usual and we can
study the intermediate by protonation in superacid as we did with benzene. The result is more
revealing because protonation actually occurs in the para position.

The ortho (to the Me group) carbon has a shift (139.5 p.p.m.) only 10 p.p.m. greater than that of
benzene (129.7 p.p.m.) but the ipso and meta carbons have the very large shifts that we associate with
cations. The charge is mainly delocalized to these carbons but the greatest charge is at the ipso car-
bon. Electrophilic attack occurs on alkyl benzenes so that the positive charge can be delocalized to
the carbon bearing the alkyl group. This carbon is tertiary and so cations there are stable (Chapter
17) and they can enjoy the σ conjugation from the alkyl group. This condition is fulfilled if toluene is
attacked at the ortho or para positions as you have seen but not if it is attacked at the meta position.

Now the charge is delocalized to the three carbon atoms that do not include the ipso carbon and
no σ conjugation from the alkyl group is possible. The situation is no worse than that of benzene, but
toluene reacts some 103 faster than benzene at the ortho and para positions. The stability of the tran-
sition states for electrophilic attack on toluene can again be modelled on these intermediates, so they
follow the same pattern. The transition states for ortho and para attack have some positive charge at
the ipso carbon but that for meta substitution does not.
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Some substituents withdraw electrons by conjugation
Aromatic nitration is important, because it is a convenient way of adding an amino group to the ring
and because it stops cleanly after one nitro group has been added. Further nitration is possible but
stronger conditions must be used—fuming nitric acid instead of normal concentrated nitric acid
and the mixture refluxed at around 100 °C. The second nitro group is introduced meta to the first,
that is, the nitro group is deactivating and meta-directing.

The nitro group is conjugated with the π system of the benzene ring and is strongly electron-with-
drawing—and it withdraws electrons specifically from the ortho and para positions. We can use curly
arrows to show this.

The nitro group withdraws electron density from the π system of the ring thereby making the ring
less reactive towards something wanting electrons, an electrophile. Hence the nitro group is deacti-
vating towards electrophilic attack. Since more electron density is removed from the ortho and para
positions, the least electron-deficient position is the meta position. Hence the nitro group is meta-
directing. In the nitration of benzene, it is much harder to nitrate a second time and, when we insist,
the second nitro group goes in meta to the first.

Other reactions go the same way so that bromination of nitrobenzene gives meta-bromo-
nitrobenzene in good yield. The combination of bromine and iron powder provides the necessary
Lewis acid (FeBr3) while the high temperature needed for this unfavourable reaction is easily
achieved as the boiling point of nitrobenzene is over 200 °C.

In drawing the mechanism it is best to draw the intermediate and to emphasize that the positive
charge must not be delocalized to the carbon atom bearing the nitro group.

Nitro is just one of a number of groups that are also deactivating towards electrophiles and meta-
directing because of electron withdrawal by conjugation. These include carbonyl groups (aldehydes,
ketones, esters, etc.), cyanides, and sulfonates and their 1H NMR shifts confirm that they remove
electrons from the ortho and para positions.
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Some substituents withdraw electrons by conjugation
Aromatic nitration is important, because it is a convenient way of adding an amino group to the ring
and because it stops cleanly after one nitro group has been added. Further nitration is possible but
stronger conditions must be used—fuming nitric acid instead of normal concentrated nitric acid
and the mixture refluxed at around 100 °C. The second nitro group is introduced meta to the first,
that is, the nitro group is deactivating and meta-directing.

The nitro group is conjugated with the π system of the benzene ring and is strongly electron-with-
drawing—and it withdraws electrons specifically from the ortho and para positions. We can use curly
arrows to show this.

The nitro group withdraws electron density from the π system of the ring thereby making the ring
less reactive towards something wanting electrons, an electrophile. Hence the nitro group is deacti-
vating towards electrophilic attack. Since more electron density is removed from the ortho and para
positions, the least electron-deficient position is the meta position. Hence the nitro group is meta-
directing. In the nitration of benzene, it is much harder to nitrate a second time and, when we insist,
the second nitro group goes in meta to the first.

Other reactions go the same way so that bromination of nitrobenzene gives meta-bromo-
nitrobenzene in good yield. The combination of bromine and iron powder provides the necessary
Lewis acid (FeBr3) while the high temperature needed for this unfavourable reaction is easily
achieved as the boiling point of nitrobenzene is over 200 °C.

In drawing the mechanism it is best to draw the intermediate and to emphasize that the positive
charge must not be delocalized to the carbon atom bearing the nitro group.

Nitro is just one of a number of groups that are also deactivating towards electrophiles and meta-
directing because of electron withdrawal by conjugation. These include carbonyl groups (aldehydes,
ketones, esters, etc.), cyanides, and sulfonates and their 1H NMR shifts confirm that they remove
electrons from the ortho and para positions.
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ortho acid chloride is the major product in the chlorosulfonation because it is needed in the synthesis
of saccharin, the first and still one of the best of the non-fattening sweeteners.

These are all reactions that you know, with the exception of the oxidation with KMnO4 (Chapter
25) to carboxylic acids but the formation of sulfonamides is like that of ordinary amides. This syn-
thesis is discussed in Chapter 25.

Electronegative substituents give meta products
A few substituents (Z) exert an electronic effect on the benzene ring simply by polarization of the
Ar–Z σ bond because of the electronegativity of Z. The most important is the CF3 group, but ammo-
nium (R3N+) and phosphonium (R3P+) fall into the same category. The Ar–N+ and Ar–P+ bonds
are obviously polarized towards the positively charged heteroatom and the Ar–C bond in Ar–CF3 is
polarized towards the CF3 group because of the three very electronegative fluorine atoms polarizing
the C–F bonds so much that the Ar–C bond is polarized too.

These groups direct electrophiles to the meta position and reduce reactivity. Nitration of tri-
fluoromethyl benzene gives a nearly quantitative yield of meta nitro compound so there cannot be
any significant ortho or para by-products. This reaction is important because reduction of the prod-
uct (Chapter 24) gives the amine, also in very good yield.

In drawing the mechanism we need to produce the intermediate in which the cation is not delo-
calized to the carbon atom bearing the electron-withdrawing group. In other words, the situation
with electron-withdrawing CF3 is the opposite to that with electron-donating CH3. The CF3 group is
deactivating and meta-directing.

In the nitration of the phenyltrimethylammonium ion, 90% of the product is meta-substituted
(with 10% para) and kinetic studies show that the nitration proceeds approximately 107 times more
slowly than the nitration of benzene.
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just like in phenol or aniline. However, there are two mismatching aspects to this conjugation: lone
pair orbital size and electronegativity.

When Cl, Br, or I is the substituent, there is a size mismatch, and therefore a poor overlap,
between the 2p orbitals from the carbon atoms and the p orbitals from the halogen (3p for chlorine,
4p for bromine, and 5p for iodine). This size mismatch is clearly illustrated by comparing the reac-
tivities of aniline and chlorobenzene: chlorine and nitrogen have approximately the same elec-
tronegativity, but aniline is much more reactive than chlorobenzene because of the better overlap
between the carbon and nitrogen 2p orbitals.

Fluorine 2p orbitals are the right size to overlap well with the carbon 2p orbitals, but the orbitals
of fluorine are much lower in energy than the orbitals of carbon since fluorine is so electronegative.
Also, the more electronegative a substituent, the better it is at withdrawing electrons by induction.
When we looked at aniline and phenol, we didn’t mention any electron withdrawal by induction,
even though both oxygen and nitrogen are very electronegative. The conjugative electron donation
was clearly more important since both compounds are much more reactive towards electrophiles
than benzene. However, we did point out that aniline is more reactive than phenol because nitrogen
is less electronegative than oxygen and so better able to donate electrons into the π system.

With this in mind, how would you expect fluorobenzene to react? Most electron density is removed
first from the ortho positions by induction, then from the meta positions, and then from the para posi-
tion. Any conjugation of the lone pairs on fluorine with the π system would increase the electron density
in the ortho and para positions. Both effects favour the para position and this is where most substitution
occurs. But is the ring more or less reactive than benzene? This is hard to say and the honest answer is
that sometimes fluorobenzene is more reactive in the para position than benzene (for example, in pro-
ton exchange and in acetylation—see later) and sometimes it is less reactive than benzene (for example,
in nitration). In all cases, fluorobenzene is significantly more reactive than the other halobenzenes. We
appreciate that this is a rather surprising conclusion, but the evidence supports it.

Data for the rate and the products of nitration of halobenzenes show these opposing effects clearly.

• The percentage of the ortho product
increases from fluorobenzene to iodo-
benzene. We might have expected the
amount to decrease as the size of the
halide increases because of increased
steric hindrance at the ortho position
but this is clearly not the case. The series
can be explained by the greater induc-
tive effect of the more electronegative
atoms (F, Cl) withdrawing electron
density mostly from the ortho positions

• The relative rates follow a U-shaped sequence; fluorobenzene nitrates most quickly (but not as fast
as benzene), followed by iodo-, then chloro-, and then bromo-benzenes. This is a result of two
opposing effects: electron donation by conjugation and electron withdrawal by inductive effect

Halogens (F, Cl, Br, and I) both withdraw and donate electrons 567
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PhBr 43 0.9 56 0.060

PhI 45 1.3 54 0.12
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In practical terms, it is usually possible to get high yields of para products from these reactions.
Both nitration and sulfonation of bromobenzene give enough material to make the synthesis worth-
while. Though mixtures of products are always bad in a synthesis, electrophilic aromatic substitution
is usually simple to carry out on a large enough scale to make separation of the major product a
workable method.

A 68% yield of sodium p-bromobenzenesulfonate can be achieved by recrystallization of the sodi-
um salt from water and a 70% yield of p-bromonitrobenzene by separation from the ortho isomer by
recrystallization from EtOH.

Why do some reactions stop cleanly at monosubstitution?
Reactions such as nitration, sulfonation, and Friedel–Crafts acylation add a very deactivating sub-
stituent. They stop cleanly after a single substitution unless there is also a strongly activating sub-
stituent. Even then it may be possible to stop after a single substitution. Nitration of phenol is
difficult to control because the OH group is very activating and because concentrated nitric acid oxi-
dizes phenol. The solution is to use dilute nitric acid. The concentration of NO+

2 will be small but
that does not matter with such a reactive benzene ring.

The product is a mixture of ortho- and para-nitrophenol from which the ortho compound
can be separated by steam distillation. A strong intramolecular hydrogen bond reduces the avail-
ability of the OH group for intermolecular hydrogen bonds so the ortho compound has a lower
boiling point. The remaining para-nitrophenol is used in the manufacture of the painkiller para-
cetamol.
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•Summary of directing and activating effects

Now we can summarize the stage we have reached in terms of activation and
direction.

Electronic effect Example Activation Direction

donation by conjugation –NR2, –OR very activating ortho, para only

donation by inductive effect alkyl activating mostly ortho, para but
some meta

donation by conjugation and
withdrawal by inductive effect F, Cl, Br, and I deactivating ortho and (mostly) para

withdrawal by inductive effect –CF3, –NR+
3 deactivating meta only

withdrawal by conjugation –NO2, –CN, –COR, –SO3R very deactivating meta only
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same compound. Fairly elaborate examples are discussed in Chapter 51. A simple example reveals
the basic plan: an intramolecular Friedel–Crafts alkylation that will be faster than any other,
inevitably intermolecular, side reaction.

Friedel–Crafts alkylation cannot be used with primary alkyl halides
Even if you successfully prevent multiple substitution from occurring, there is a second and more
serious problem—the alkyl cations often rearrange to yield more stable cations. We shall look into
such rearrangements more closely in Chapter 37 but for the moment we shall just consider
Friedel–Crafts alkylation with primary halides.

The major product is isopropyl benzene—approximately twice as much as n-propyl benzene. The
rearrangement in this mechanism occurs because primary cations do not exist in solution (Chapter
17) so that the alkyl halide–AlCl3 complex must either react directly or rearrange to the more stable
secondary carbocation.

Friedel–Crafts acylation is much more reliable
Of more use than Friedel–Crafts alkylation is Friedel–Crafts acylation, the introduction of an acyl
group (RCO–) on to the ring. Instead of using an alkyl chloride, an acyl chloride (acid chloride) or
an acid anhydride is used together with the Lewis acid to produce the reactive acylium ion. We have
seen an acid chloride in action (p. 000); here is an anhydride.

The acylium ion is then attacked by the aromatic system in the usual way. Multiple substitution is
rarely a problem because the deactivated conjugated ketone is much less reactive than benzene.
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In Friedel–Crafts alkylations using
an alkyl chloride, the Lewis acid is
used in catalytic quantities. In an
acylation, however, the Lewis
acid can also complex to any
oxygen atoms present, to the
carbonyl in the product, for
example. As a result, in acylation
reactions, more Lewis acid is
required—just over one
equivalent per carbonyl group.
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Cyclic anhydrides can be used to make keto-acids. Either carbonyl group is used for the acylation
and the other becomes an AlCl3 complex until work-up. Thus 3-benzoylpropanoic acid can be pre-
pared from benzene and succinic anhydride.

The advantages of acylation over alkylation
Two problems in Friedel–Crafts alkylation do not arise with acylation.

• The acyl group in the product withdraws electrons from the $ system making multiple substitu-
tions harder. Indeed, if the ring is too deactivated to start off with, Friedel–Crafts acylation may
not be possible at all—nitrobenzene is inert to Friedel–Crafts acylation and is often used as a sol-
vent for these reactions

• Rearrangements are also no longer a problem because the electrophile, the acylium cation, is
already relatively stable

Because the acylation reaction is so much more reliable than Friedel–Crafts alkylation, a common
method to alkylate is actually to acylate first and then reduce the carbonyl to a methylene group
(–CH2–). For example, the 3-benzoylpropanoic acid just made can be reduced to 4-phenylbutanoic acid
using acid and zinc amalgam. This sort of reaction is discussed in Chapter 24. We could go one step fur-
ther with the 4-phenylbutanoic acid and do an intramolecular Friedel–Crafts acylation. Intramolecular
reactions are easy to do and, when starting from carboxylic acids, polyphosphoric acid (represented in
the diagram as H3PO4) is commonly used to make the OH group into a better leaving group.

One-carbon electrophiles are difficult to use
When R–C'O+ is used as the electrophile a ketone is produced. If an aldehyde were wanted,
H–C'O+ would have to be used but it cannot be made from HCOCl because that is unstable.
Instead, it can be generated by passing carbon monoxide and hydrogen chloride through a mixture
of the aromatic hydrocarbon, a Lewis acid, and a co-catalyst, usually copper (I) chloride. Copper(I)
chloride is known to form a complex with carbon monoxide and this probably speeds up the proto-
nation step.

This reaction, known as the Gatterman–Koch reaction, does not work with phenolic or amino
aromatic species due to complex formation with the Lewis acid. It does work well with aromatic
hydrocarbons and is used industrially to prepare benzaldehyde and, as here, p-tolualdehyde.
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Despite the fact that the aldehyde group withdraws electron density from positions 2 and 6, C6 is
still the position for nitration. The activating methoxy groups dominate electronically and the choice
is really between C2, C5, and C6. Now consider steric factors—the –OMe groups block the positions
ortho to them more than the carbonyl does because reaction at C2 or C5 would lead to three adjacent
substituents which is why substitution occurs at position 6.

Review of important reactions including selectivity
We shall now return to the main reactions and consider important examples including selectivity.

Sulfonation
The exact nature of the electrophile in sulfonation reactions seems to vary with the amount of water pre-
sent. Certainly for oleum (fuming sulfuric acid, concentrated sulfuric acid with added sulfur trioxide)
and solutions of sulfur trioxide in organic solvents, the electrophile is sulfur trioxide itself, SO3. With
more water around, H3SO+

4 and even H2S2O7 have been suggested. One important difference between
sulfonation and other examples of electrophilic substitution is that sulfonation is reversible. This can be
useful because large sulfonic acid groups can act as blocking groups and be removed later. Mixing
bromine and phenol at low temperatures produces mainly p-bromophenol. At higher temperatures, the
tribromo product is formed. The ortho-substituted product can be made with the aid of sulfonation.

In stage 1 the phenol is sulfonated twice—the first sulfonic acid group (which adds para to the
OH group) deactivates the ring, making the introduction of the second group (which goes ortho to
the OH and meta to the first sulfonic acid) harder and that of the third group harder still, which is
why we can isolate the disulfonated phenol. In the second stage, the bromination, the OH directs to
the ortho and para positions, but only one ortho position is vacant, so the bromine attacks there.
Sodium hydroxide is needed to deprotonate the sulfonic acid groups to make them less deactivating.
The sulfonation reaction is reversible, and in the third stage it is possible to drive the reaction over by
distilling out relatively volatile 2-bromophenol.

Direct sulfonation of aromatic amines is even possible. This is very surprising because in sulfuric
acid essentially all the amine will be protonated. The protonated amine would react in the meta posi-
tion just like Ph—NMe+

3 but in these reactions the para-sulfonic acid is formed.

There are two possible explanations for this. Either the very tiny amount of unprotonated amine
reacts very rapidly with SO3 in the para position or the reaction is reversible and the para-sulfonic
acid is formed because it is stabilized by delocalization and least hindered. The product is important
because the amides derived from it (sulfanilamides) were the first antibiotics, the ‘sulfa’ drugs.
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Aromatic nitration and diazo-coupling
We have already described how nitration leads eventually to aromatic amines by reduction of the
nitro group. In the next chapter you will meet the further development of these amines into diazoni-
um salts as reagents for nucleophilic aromatic substitution by the SN1 mechanism with loss of nitro-
gen. In this chapter we need to address their potential for electrophilic aromatic substitution without
the loss of nitrogen as this leads to the important azo dyes. Treatment of the amine with nitrous acid
(HON=O) at around 0 °C gives the diazonium salt.

These diazonium salts are good electrophiles for activated aromatic rings, such as amines and
phenols, and this is how azo dyes are prepared. Diazotization of the salt of sulfanilic acid, which we
have just made by sulfonation of aniline, gives an inner salt that combines with N,N-dimethylaniline
to form the water-soluble dye, methyl orange.

The electrophilic substitution is straightforward, occurring in the para position on the activated
hindered dialkylamine. Notice that nucleophilic attack must occur on the end nitrogen atom of the
diazonium salt to avoid forming pentavalent nitrogen.

Oxygen and nitrogen can also complex to the catalyst
In Friedel–Crafts alkylation using alkenes and alcohols with strong acids, OH and NH2 groups acti-
vate towards electrophilic attack and direct to the ortho or para positions. However, in Friedel–Crafts
alkylations using t-alkyl chlorides and AlCl3, reaction does not proceed much faster than the alkyla-
tion of unsubstituted benzene, that is, the –OH group seems to have very little effect on the reaction.
This is because oxygen can also complex with the Lewis acid. The Friedel–Crafts alkylation of amines
is even worse and normally does not proceed at all—nitrogen forms an even stronger complex with
the Lewis acid than oxygen does. This complex then withdraws electrons from the ring, rather than
donating electrons as the neutral nitrogen did.

Friedel–Crafts alkylations are especially useful for forming polycyclic compounds. These are usu-
ally intramolecular reactions in which the electrophile and the aromatic system are all part of the
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The product is not stable, because hydroxide can
be lost from the oxygen atom that was the nucle-
ophile. Hydroxide is fine as a leaving group here—
after all, hydroxide is lost from enolates in E1cB
eliminations, and here the bond breaking is a weak
O–O bond. The product is an epoxide.

The electrophilic epoxidizing agents such as m-CPBA, which you met in Chapter 20, are less good
with electron-deficient alkenes: we need a nucleophilic epoxidizing agent instead. There is another sig-
nificant difference between hydrogen peroxide and m-CPBA, highlighted by the pair of reactions below.

m-CPBA epoxidation is stereospecific because the reaction happens in one step. But nucleophilic
epoxidation is a two-step reaction: there is free rotation about the bond marked in the anionic inter-
mediate, and the more stable, trans-epoxide results, whatever the geometry of the starting alkene.

In general, conjugate substitution is not nearly as important as the next topic in this chapter—
nucleophilic aromatic substitution. Before we describe in detail those reactions that do occur, we
need to explain why the most obvious reactions do not occur.

Nucleophilic aromatic substitution
The simplest and most obvious nucleophilic substitu-
tions on an aromatic ring, such as the displacement of
bromide from bromobenzene with hydroxide ion, do
not occur.

Please note—this mechanism is wrong! No such
reactions are known. You might well ask, ‘Why not?’
The reaction looks all right and, if the ring were satu-
rated, it would be all right.

This is an SN2 reaction, and we know (Chapter 17)
that attack must occur in line with the C–Br bond
from the back, where the largest lobe of the "* orbitals lies. That is perfectly all right for the aliphatic
ring because the carbon atom is tetrahedral and the C–Br bond is not in the plane of the ring.
Substitution of an equatorial bromine goes like this.

But in the aromatic compound, the C–Br bond is in the plane of the ring as the carbon
atom is trigonal. To attack from the back, the nucleophile would have to appear inside the
benzene ring and invert the carbon atom in an absurd way. This reaction is not possible!

This is another example of the general rule.
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If SN2 is impossible, what about SN1? This is possible but very unfavourable. It would involve the
unaided loss of the leaving group and the formation of an aryl cation. All the cations we saw as inter-
mediates in the SN1 reaction (Chapter 17) were planar with an empty p orbital. This cation is planar
but the p orbital is full—it is part of the aromatic ring—and the empty orbital is an sp2 orbital out-
side the ring.

The most important mechanism for aromatic nucleophilic
substitution follows directly from conjugate substitution and we
shall introduce it that way. It is called the ‘addition–elimination
mechanism’.

The addition–elimination mechanism
Imagine a cyclic #-fluoro-enone reacting with a secondary amine in a conjugate substitution reac-
tion. The normal addition to form the enolate followed by return of the negative charge to expel the
fluoride ion gives the product.

Now imagine just the same reaction with two extra double bonds in the ring. These play no part in
our mechanism; they just make what was an aliphatic ring into an aromatic one. Conjugate substitu-
tion has become nucleophilic aromatic substitution.

The mechanism involves addition of the nucleophile followed by elimination of the leaving
group—the addition–elimination mechanism. It is not necessary to have a carbonyl group—any
electron-withdrawing group will do—the only requirement is that the electrons must be able to get
out of the ring into this anion-stabilizing group. Here is an example with a para-nitro group.

Everything is different about this example—the nucleophile (HO–), the leaving group (Cl–), the
anion-stabilizing group (NO2), and its position (para)—but the reaction still works. The nucle-
ophile is a good one, the negative charge can be pushed through on to the oxygen atom(s) of the
nitro group, and chloride is a better leaving group than OH.

A typical nucleophilic aromatic substitution has:

• an oxygen, nitrogen, or cyanide nucleophile
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• a halide for a leaving group

• a carbonyl, nitro, or cyanide group ortho or para to the leaving group

Since the nitro group is usually introduced by electrophilic aromatic substitution (Chapter 22)
and halides direct ortho/para in nitration reactions, a common sequence is nitration followed by
nucleophilic substitution.

This sequence is useful because the nitro group could not be added directly to give the final prod-
uct as nitration would go in the wrong position. The cyanide is meta-directing, while the alkyl group
(R) is ortho, para-directing.

Two activating electron-withdrawing groups are better than one and dinitration of chloroben-
zene makes a very electrophilic aryl halide. Reaction with hydrazine gives a useful reagent.

This compound forms coloured crystalline imines (hydrazones) with most carbonyl com-
pounds—before the days of spectroscopy these were used to characterize aldehydes and ketones (see
p. 000).

The intermediate in the addition–elimination mechanism
What evidence is there for intermediates like the ones we have been using in this section? When reac-
tions like this last example are carried out, a purple colour often appears in the reaction mixture and
then fades away. In some cases the colour is persistent and thought to be due to the intermediate.
Here is an example with RO– attacking a nitrated aniline.
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one chlorine atom out of these two. It is the ortho chlorine group that is lost and the meta one that is
retained.

The mechanism works well if we attack the chlorine position ortho to the nitro group with the
anion of the thiol nucleophile as the negative charge can then be pushed into the nitro group. Satisfy
yourself that you cannot do this if you attack the other chlorine position. This is a very practical re-
action and is used in the manufacture of a tranquillizing drug.

The leaving group and the mechanism
In the first nucleophilic aromatic substitution that we showed you, we used fluoride ion as a leaving
group. Fluoride works very well in these reactions, and even such a simple compound as 2-nitro-
fluorobenzene reacts efficiently with a variety of nucleophiles, as in these examples.

The same reactions happen with the other 2-nitro-halobenzenes but less efficiently. The fluoro-
compound reacts about 102–103 times faster than the chloro- or bromo-compounds and the iodo-
compound is even slower.

This ought to surprise you. When we were looking at other nucleophilic substitutions such as
those at the carbonyl group or saturated carbon, we never used fluoride as a leaving group! The C–F
bond is very strong—the strongest of all the single bonds to carbon—and it is difficult to break.
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So why is fluoride often preferred in nucleophilic aromatic substitution and why does it react
faster than the other halogens when the reverse is true with other reactions? You will notice that we
have not said that fluoride is a better leaving group in nucleophilic aromatic substitution. It isn’t! The
explanation depends on a better understanding of the mechanism of the reaction. We shall use azide
ion as our nucleophile because this has been well studied, and because it is one of the best.

The mechanism is exactly the same as that we have been discussing all along—a two-stage addi-
tion–elimination sequence. In a two-step mechanism, one step is slower and rate-determining; the
other is unimportant to the rate. You may guess that, in the mechanism for nucleophilic aromatic
substitution, it is the first step that is slower because it disturbs the aromaticity. The second step
restores the aromaticity and is faster. The effect of fluoride, or any other leaving group, can only
come from its effect on the first step. How good a leaving group it might be does not matter: the rate
of the second step—the step where fluoride leaves—has no effect on the overall rate of the reaction.

Fluoride does, in fact, slow down the second step (relative to Cl–, say), but it accelerates the first
step simply by its enormous inductive effect. It is the most electronegative element of all and it stabi-
lizes the anionic intermediate, assisting the acceptance of electrons by the benzene ring.

A dramatic illustration of the effect of fluorine is the reactions of benzene rings with more than
one fluorine substituent. These undergo nucleophilic substitution without any extra conjugation
from electron-withdrawing groups. All the fluorine atoms that are not reacting help to stabilize the
negative charge in the intermediate.
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Intellectual health warning!

Some textbooks tell you that nucleophilic aromatic
substitution doesn’t happen with ordinary aryl halides
because of conjugation between the lone pairs of the
halide and the aromatic system.

This is supposed to stop the reaction by making the C–Br
bond stronger. This is nonsense. The reaction doesn’t
happen on simple aryl halides because there is no
available mechanism. It is easy to show that the false
textbook reason is wrong. The conjugation in this nitro
compound is much better than in bromobenzene, so it
should be even less reactive.

In fact, as you now know, this compound is much more
reactive towards nucleophiles. The false textbook reason
would also suggest that fluoride would work really badly
because this same conjugation is stronger with fluoride
than with the other halogens as its p orbitals are the right
size (2sp2) to conjugate with carbon p orbitals. Again, you
already know the opposite to be true.

The strength of the bond to the leaving group does not
affect the efficiency of nucleophilic aromatic substitution
because that bond is not broken in the rate-determining
step. Understand the mechanism and it all becomes clear.

Br Br
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Br Br

If R is an aryl group, the carbocation is much less stable (for the reasons we discussed earlier—
chiefly that the empty orbital is an sp2 rather than a p orbital) and that makes the loss of nitrogen
slower. If the diazotization is done at lowish temperatures (just above 0 °C, classically at 5 °C), the
diazonium salt is stable and can be reacted with various nucleophiles.

If the aqueous solution is heated, water again acts as the nucleophile and a phenol is formed
from the amine. The aryl cation is an intermediate and this is an SN1 reaction at an aromatic
ring.

The point of this reaction is that it is rather difficult to add an oxygen atom to a benzene ring by
the normal electrophilic substitution as there is no good reagent for ‘OH+’. A nitrogen atom can be
added easily by nitration, and reduction and diazotization provide a way of replacing the nitro group
by a hydroxyl group.

This is a practical sequence and is used in manufacturing medicines. An example is the drug
thymoxamine (Moxysylyte), which has a simple structure with ester and ether groups joined to a
benzene ring through their oxygen atoms.

It seems obvious to make this compound by alkylation and acylation of a dihydroxybenzene. But
how are we to make sure that the right phenol is acylated and the right phenol alkylated? French
pharmaceutical chemists had an ingenious answer. Start with a compound having only one OH
group, alkylate that, and only then introduce the second using the diazonium salt method. They used
a simple phenol and introduced nitrogen as a nitroso (NO) rather than a nitro (NO2) group. This
means using the same reagent, HONO, as we used for the diazotization. These were the first two
steps.
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